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ABSTRACT 

Channeled spectropolarimetry is a novel method of measuring the spectral depen

dence of the polarization state of light. Amphtude modulation is employed to encode 

all four Stokes component spectra into a single optical power spectrum. The encod

ing is performed with a simple arrangement of two thick birefringent retarders and a 

linear analyzer. No moving parts are required, and the system is able to acquire its 

data in a single detector array integration time. 

We report the results of an in-depth study of channeled spectropolarimetry. The 

mathematics of the amplitude modulation analogy are explored, providing a basic 

design procedure. The system's spectral resolution is described in terms of the space 

bandwidth product. The technique is then analyzed in the general context of linear 

operator theory, using both analytic and computational approaches to the singular 

value decomposition and pseudoinversion of the system's operator. This analysis 

highlights the importance of the choice of object space in constraining linear recon

structions of data from under-determined systems, and provides the underpinnings of 

the caUbration and reconstruction techniques for a hardware prototype. 

Calibration of the prototype is approached as experimental estimation of the sys

tem's operator. Our basic method of reconstruction involves pseudoinversion of the 

operator while constraining object space to a truncated Fourier basis. Apodization is 

helpful in reducing the ringing of reconstructions of spectra which extend beyond the 

edges of the system's spectral range. Experimental results Eire presented, including 

comparisons between measurements taken with the channeled spectropol^imeter and 

a reference rotating compensator, fixed analyzer instnunent. We have used measure

ments of the effects of stress birefringence on light propagated through material sub

ject to time-varying stress to demonstrate time-resolved snapshot spectropolarime-
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try. Continuing efforts include the combination of channeled spectropolarimetry with 

computed tomography imaging spectrometry to realize a snapshot imaging spectropo-

larimeter. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This is a dissertation about a method of measuring the spectral and polarization prop

erties of light. Spectrometry and polarimetry (as such measurements are called) are 

important to modern science and engineering in an extremely wide veiriety of fields. 

These include the study of atomic and chemical physics,®'^ materials identification 

a n d  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n , ^  a s t r o n o m y , ®  r e m o t e  s e n s i n g , ^ " ' b i o m e d i c a l  i m a g i n g , a n d  

stress analysis.^'' Many factors doubtless contribute to their success. The basic prin

ciple however is that when light is emitted or absorbed by, scattered or reflected firom, 

or transmitted through a physical material, its spectral content and polarization state 

are often affected. Analysis of the changes imposed by these processes then has the 

potential to reveal useful information about the materials involved. 

Several quantities £u:e required to completely characterize a polarization state. We 

will describe polarization in terms of the Stokes vector.® The Stokes vector has four 

elements, so it follows that a polarimeter must make at least four measurements to 

determine it. A similar argument applies to spectrometers, but the issue is compli

cated by the continuous character of the wavelength variable. If we content ourselves 

to say that the spectrometer's function is to estimate the power in N spectral bands, 

then it follows that at least N measurements are required. 

There is a great deal of variety in the approaches that may be taken to mak

ing these measurements. In some systems, a single detector is used to take a time 

sequence of measurements. In others, incident radiation is split between multiple 

detectors by such methods as division of aperture and division of amplitude. Com

binations of the methods are also possible. Each approach has its own advantages 

and disadvantages, the balance between which depends on the application. We will 

describe two conventional systems in more detail shortly. 
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Systems which employ time-sequential measurements may perform well in appli

cations in which the polarization state or spectrum being measured is constant during 

the measurement. Changes in the spectrum or polarization state during the measure

ment generally result in artifacts in the results, however. Applications in which the 

input changes rapidly call for techniques in which the measurements are acquired even 

more rapidly. This tends to make moving parts, which are already undesirable from 

a reliability standpoint, even more objectionable. These applications favor snapshot 

techniques, in which all the required measurements are obtained at once. 

Channeled spectropolarimetry^^^^ is a snapshot technique which does not require 

moving parts. A spectropolarimeter (SP) is an instrument which measures both 

the spectral and polarization content of light, i.e. the Stokes vector as a function of 

wavelength. This dissertation is an in-depth study of channeled spectropolarimetry. 

We describe the technique, beginning with a basic analogy to radio communications 

and in Chapter 2 expanding its mathematics in detail. This allows the issue of the 

system's spectral resolution to be addressed and guides the basic design procedure. 

We then treat the system from the very general standpoint of linear operator theory 

(Chapter 3), beginning with an analytic approach and findly resorting to niunerical 

simulation. Next we turn to the description of laboratory measurements and experi

ments, detailing the development of a prototype channeled SP, a calibration system, 

and a separate time-sequential SP for use as a reference (Chapter 4). The calibration 

£ind reconstruction methods (Chapters 5 and 6) for the channeled SP draw heavily 

from the operator analysis. Reconstructions of experimental data are presented and 

discussed. 

Before describing the channeled SP, we will review a couple of conventional tech

niques. This review is far from exhaustive, but it will provide context in which to 

consider channeled spectropolarimetry. The techniques find common application, and 

are building blocks in oiu: work. 
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1.1 Rotating compensator, fixed analyzer polarimeter 

A common method of measuring polarization entails time-sequential measurements 

made through a compensator (i.e. retarder) and linear anfilyzer {i.e. polarizer). Eeich 

measurement is taken with the fast axis of the retarder making a different angle 

relative to horizontal. It is not necessary for the polarizer to rotate; hence the name 

rotating compensator, fixed analyzer (RCFA) polarimeter. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the RCFA polarimeter. The light under analysis is assumed 

(as will be the case throughout most of this document) to be in the form of a colli-

mated beam. After traversing the retarder and polarizer, the beam is focussed onto 

a detector. Since the polarizer remains fixed, the orientation of the linearly polarized 

light leaving the polarizer is the same for all measurements. This eUminates (except 

for an overall factor) the system's sensitivity to polarization effects in the lens eind 

detector. 

The details of reconstructing an estimate of the Stokes vector from the measure

ments made with the detector will be described in Section 4.3. The RCFA polarime

ter is a very useful laboratory technique. It can be constructed with readily available 

components. If necessary, cheireicterization of the retarder ajid polarizer may be car

ried out without more sophisticated components. Thus the RCFA system allows a 

laboratory to "boot strap" polarimetry capabiUties. On the other hand, it exhibits 

both of the drawbacks previously mentioned: time-sequential acquisition and moving 

parts. In practice, the task of positioning the retarder between measurements with a 

mechanical rotation stage is usually the more significant Umit on speed. Acquisition 

times ranging firom seconds to minutes are typical. 

1.2 Grating spectrometer 

The grating spectrometer (Figiure 1.2) is a common spectrometer configuration. A 

diffraction grating is placed in the collimated beam whose spectrum is to be measured. 
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Analyzer 

Detector 

Retarder 

Figure 1.1: RCFA polarimeter. 

rtd 

incident beam 

Figure 1.2: Grating spectrometer. For the sake of clarity, only one diftaction order 
is shown. 

The beam leaving the grating (in a given non-zero diftaction order) is dispersed. That 

is, each wavelength component of the beam leaves the grating collimated but travelling 

at a different angle than the other components. A converging mirror focusses the 

dispersed beam onto a linear detector array (such as a CCD), and each wavelength 

component comes to focus at a different point along the array. Thus to first order 

each detector pixel defines a distinct spectral band in the spectrometer. The speed 

at which grating spectrometers acquire data is limited by integration and read-out in 

the detector array, and given enough light can be very fast (~ 100 Hz and up). This 

is a snapshot technique which requires no moving parts. 
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The RCFA polarimeter may be combined with a grating spectrometer by inserting 

the retarder and analyzer in the incoming beam. We maJce use of such an instrument 

to obtain reference measurements against which to compare those made by the chan

neled SP. In this configiuration an RCFA measurement is made in parallel in each 

spectral band. However rotation of the retarder and a time sequence of spectral mea

surements are still required. The channeled SP provides a way to eliminate these 

shortcomings. 

1.3 Channeled spectropolarimetry 

Figiure 1.3 illustrates the principle of operation of a channeled spectropolarimeter. 

The radiation under analysis is passed through two thick (high order) retarders and 

a polarizer, and the spectrum of the exiting light is recorded by a spectrometer. The 

fast axis of the first retarder is aligned with the transmission axis of the polarizer, 

and the second retarder is oriented with its fast axis at 45° to the polarizer's axis. 

The recorded spectrum is a linear superposition of the Stokes component spec

tra of the incident light, in which the coefficients are sinusoidal terms depending on 

the retardances of the retarders. Since each retardance is nominally proportional to 

wavenumber cr, the Stokes component spectra are modulated. With proper choice of 

modulation frequencies {i.e. proper choice of retarder thicknesses) the Stokes com

ponent spectra can be separated in the Fourier dommn. This technique is a form 

of amplitude modulation, and is analogous to methods in widespread use in radio 

communications. 

The term channel, as used in the name given to this technique, occurs as the con

vergence of two different meanings. In the ampUtude modulation analogy, individual 

spectra may be regsirded as channels (in analogy to television channels). Dark bands 

or nulls in an optical spectrum are also termed channels, and a spectrum containing 

them is sometimes referred to as a channeled spectriun.^® The carrier waves in the 
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channeled spectropolaximeter result in channeled spectra, as illustrated in Figure 1.3 

and many other places throughout this document. 

retarders 

1 polarizer 

Fourier 
transform spectrometer 

FT of spectrum measured spectrum 

a=l/A. 

Figure 1.3: The channeled spectropolarimeter (after Oka and Kato^®). The com
plicated spectrum recorded at the output of the polarization optics is formed by a 
superposition of the Stokes component spectra modulating carriers. With proper 
choice of carrier frequencies, the Stokes components can be isolated in the Fourier 
domain. 
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order to distinguish between the two meanings, we will often prepend a or s to these 

terms. 

The spectral polarization state^®'^° of a beam of Ught input into the channeled 

spectropolarimeter may be represented as a four-element vector s(cr), in which each 

of the four elements depends on wavenumber a. The state s(o-) may be considered 

a Stokes vector distribution. That is, the Stokes vector of the light belonging to a 

wavenumber band of width da centered at wavenumber a is given by dS = s((T)d<7. 

(Both an underscore and bold-faced type are used to denote a vector here. The need 

for this apparently redundant notation will be addressed in Section 3.) 

The power spectrum of the beam exiting the analyzer is easily computed from the 

input state s(a) using matrix algebra. The spectral polarization state of the exiting 

beam is obtained by cascading the Mueller matrices for the polarization optics, and 

a final multiplication by a row vector is used to pick out the so Stokes component. 

Letting /(cr) represent the power spectrum, this yields 

Assuming each retarder is fashioned from a single crystalline material, cut with 

its optic axis parallel to the retarder's faces, then each retardance 5k will follow 

/I 1 0 o\ /I 0 0 0 \  /I 0 0 0 \  
Tf \ ^ /I n n 1 1 0 0 0 008(^2 0 — sin^a 0 1 0 0 , . 
/(<7) = -(l 0 0 0) „ „ „ „ d „ J J U g i(<r) 

which simplifies to 

5k = 2TtdkAnkcr. (2.3) 

The retarder's thickness is given by dk and Auk is its birefringence (the difference in 

indices of refraction for its slow and fast axes). It is clear from Equation 2.3 that the 

retardemce of each retarder will vary nominally in proportion to wavenumber. 
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The constant of proportionality is set by the product of the retaxder's thickness 

and and birefringence, which may be recognized as the optical path difference (OPD) 

between the paths of rays polarized respectively along the slow and fast axes of the 

retarder. In many polarization applications, retarders are made as thin as possible 

in order to minimize the variation of retardance with wavelength. In the channeled 

spectropolarimeter, by contrast, the OPDs are deliberately designed with substantial 

values (which is why the retarders axe referred to as thick). As a result, the sinusoidal 

terms in Equation 2.2 undergo many oscillations over the system's operating a-band. 

These terms play the role of the carrier waves in the amplitude modulation interpre

tation. In real systems, the proportionality between retardance and wavenumber is 

imperfect because of dispersion in the material from which the retarder is fabricated. 

That is, the birefringence Arik in general depends on a. 

2.2 Amplitude modulation 

By expanding the dot product in Equation 2.2 into a sum over the components of S(<T) 

and expanding the sines and cosines into complex exponentials, the power spectnun 

can be expressed as 
3 

= E E (2-4) 
i=o k 

A simple transformation has been cEuried out following Reference 15 from the spectral 

polarization state s(cr) to a new vector a'(a) defined component-wise by 

s'Q = So 

s'l = Si 
(2.5) 

Sj = S2 — iS3 

S3 = S2 "hisa = 

The first two vector components are unchanged, while the latter two components of 

s'(£7-) are a complex-valued mixture of the corresponding components of a (a). Since 
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component carrier frequency h amplitude a 

0 

—d2^'n2 

<12^712 

2 

4 

4 

d\Ani — d2An2 

diAui + d2An2 

—diArii — d2An2 

—diArii + d2An2 

8 

8 

8 

8 

Table 2.1: The carrier frequencies and amplitudes in a chaaneled spectropolarimeter. 

all the components of s(o") are real valued, the first two components of s'((r) are 

also real while the latter two are in general complex. It is straightforward to invert 

the transformation of Equation 2.5, so the spectral polarization state S((T) can be 

computed if s'(cr) is measured. Due to the linearity of the Fourier transform, if the 

Stokes spectra Sj ((j) are s bandlimited, the spectra Sj(o") will also be s bandlimited. 

If all the Sj{a) have the same s bandwidth, than the Sj{a) will also have this s 

bandwidth. 

Although the subscripts in Equation 2.4 are distracting, the form of the expression 

is very simple. The irradiance spectrum at the output of the analyzer is a superposi

tion of several terms. Each term consists of one of the spectra Sy(<r) multiplied by a 

complex-exponential carrier wave. The carrier amplitude and frequency for each term 

are given respectively by ajk and hjk- (Note however that in this context, frequency 

represents an inverse wavenumber and has units of length.) The values of frequency 

and amplitude for each term £ire enumerated in Table 2.1. 

Each of the seven entries in Table 2.1 (or equivalently each term in Equation 2.4) 

represents a chaimel of the amplitude modulation interpretation. Since multiplication 

by a complex exponential in the a dommn corresponds to a shift in the s dommn, 

the carrier frequency for each chaimel gives that chaimel's location along the s axis. 
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w 

diAn, 

w 
djAn^ 

Figure 2.1: The arrangement of channels in a spectropolarimeter is controlled by the 
choice of OPDs for the retarders. The illustrated s domain spectrum corresponds to 
a 1:2 ratio in OPDs. 

A single channel is devoted to SQ at zero frequency (DC), while two channels with 

frequencies ±diAn2 are dedicated to si. The remaining four channels belong to the 

mixed components s, and S3. Their locations in the frequency domain are offset from 

the Si channels by idiZlni. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 2.1. If the 

retarders are chosen with a 1:2 ratio in OPD,-^ the seven channels are spaced evenly 

in the s domain, with an s bandwidth of diAni allotted to each. 

Eeirly descriptions^®'of the channeled spectropolarimeter recommended a 3:1 

ratio in retarder OPDs. A 3:1 system does not have as tight packing of the channels 

in the s domain, and the 1:2 system will Ukely be preferred for most applications. The 

principles at work in the operation of the system and the reconstruction techniques 

which will be described are valid for both (and many other) configurations. Most of 

the experiments described in this document were carried out using retarders with a 

3:1 ratio of OPDs. 

If any of the Stokes spectra S j { a )  exceeds its allotted s bandwidth, its s domain 

signal may overlap with those in neighboring channels. Using basic reconstruction 

techniques, overlap between channels would be expected to result in artifacts in the 

reconstruction, including aliasing between components of the spectral polarization 
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state 3 ( a ) .  The reconstruction techniques described in later chapters may be general 

enough to handle such cases. It would be premature to explore such possibilities at 

this stage, however. At least for practical purposes, the range of allowable input states 

is considered Umited by an s bandwidth constraint. In particular the component 

spectra sj(cr) must be s band limited with bandwidth no greater than diAni. This 

amounts to a constraint on the smoothness of the input spectra. 

These considerations provide a means of estimating the resolution of a channeled 

spectropolarimeter. If the retarder OPDs are chosen in a 1:2 ratio, the total s band

width of the spectrum 1(a) will be about IdiAnx. That is, the total bandwidth will 

be seven times the bandwidth allotted to each channel. This follows from the fact 

that there are seven channels in the amplitude modulation interpretation, and the 

1:2 OPD ratio results in tight packing of the chaimels in the s domain as illustrated 

in Figure 2.1. Then the space-bandwidth product (which might be better termed 

the AaAs product in this setting) for each Stokes spectrum 3j(a) is one-seventh that 

required of the spectrometer. If for example, we needed to measure each of the Stokes 

spectra with 10 samples resolved across our spectral band, we would need to use a 

spectrometer which resolves at least 70 bands. Similar comments apply to a system 

with a ratio of 3:1 in OPD, except that a factor of 9 rather than 7 must be used. 

Since channeled spectropolarimetry encodes the four Stokes component spectra 

into a single irradiance spectrum, a factor of at least 4 is expected in the resolution 

calculation. That the actual factor is as large as 7 may be a little disconcerting, 

however. The amplitude modulation analogy provides insight into the origin of this 

value. Since the Stokes spectra are real-valued functions, their Foiurier transforms 

obey the symmetry relation 

F ( - s )  =  F ' ( s ) .  (2.6) 

Thus it is only necessary to be able to determine each Foiirier transform along one 

half of the s axis. When we use a carrier to place each channel however, we leave 
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enough s bandwidth for its full width. Thus a factor of 2 redundancy is introduced 

for each of the 3 placed channels. The SQ channel remains at DC without a carrier, 

leading to a factor of 7. In the radio field, the term double-sideband modulation is 

applied to this type of technique, and more sophisticated methods (bearing names like 

single-sideband modulation) are employed to conserve bandwidth.^'' The redundeint 

use of s bandwidth in the channeled spectropolaximeter is not necessarily a waste, 

since the extra measurements facilitate noise reduction by averaging. Because of the 

redundancy, it may ultimately be possible to allow some overlap between channels 

and still extract the Stokes spectra correctly. 

2.3 Dispersion 

In our description of the channeled spectropolaximeter so far, the retarder birefrin

gence Auk h£is been considered a constant. As a result, the retardeinces Sk have been 

exactly proportional to wavenumber, and the carrier waves in the amplitude modu

lation analogy were perfect sinusoids. In real systems, however, the birefringence will 

vary slightly with wavenumber. The variation in Zin can be computed from published 

Sellmeier formulae,^^ and is typically only a few percent for common retarder mate

rials over the visible spectrum (see Figure 2.2). Thus dispersion appears negligible at 

first glance. However it is seen to become quite significant when its effect on carrier 

frequency is considered. Each of the carrier waves in Equation 2.4 has a pheise term 

of the form 2'KdAna. The local frequency of the carrier can then be defined as 

/IIOCAI = {2I^DANA) = D-^{ANA). (2.7) 
jtt dcr acr 

As shown in Figiure 2.3, the vEiriation in local carrier frequency may be as great 

as 20% across the spectropolarimeter's spectral range. Non-sinusoidal carriers have a 

finite s-bemdwidth, which resiiits in broadening of the channels in the Eunplitude mod

ulation analogy. Dispersion may then result in overlap and aliasing between channels. 
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Figure 2.2: The dispersion of birefringence for sapphire and quartz in the visible 
spectrum. 

For accurate results, the dispersion needs either to be eliminated or accounted for in 

the data reduction process. Figure 2.3 also shows the improved performance that can 

be achieved through the use of several materials to achromatize the retarder. (Note 

that in this context, achromatize means to make the local modulation frequency in

dependent of wavenumber. This stands in contrast to the more common usage for 

making the retardance independent of wavenumber.) The total thickness of such 

combinations tends to be somewhat cumbersome, however. Therefore methods of ac

counting for the dispersion (as well as other non-ideal effects) are of interest. A very 

promising approach, based on a general treatment of the system as a linear operator, 

is described in Section 3. 

2.4 Retarder design 

At this point in the discussion, we have sufficient understemding of channeled spec-

tropolarimetry to carry out the basic design of a prototype system. Our system will 

operate in the visible portion of the spectrum, over a wavelength range of 0.4-0.7 fxax 

or a wavenumber range of 1.4-2.5 ^m~^. Ovur goal is to resolve 16 samples across 

the spectrum for each Stokes component spectrum. (This is a fairly modest goal, 
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Figure 2.3: Dispersion in the local carrier frequencies of retaxders designed for a nom
inal value of 22 /im using several different combinations of materials. 

given the high spectral resolution available in commercial spectrometers. The choice 

was made with an eye toward developing an imaging system to be discussed in Sec

tion 7.2, in which the resolution budget will be much tighter.) A 25% margin of extra 

s-bandwidth is designed into the system by using a value of 20 in place of 16. Then 

the OPD of the first retarder is calculated as 

The OPD of the second retarder should be twice this value (in a 1:2 system), that 

is about 36 ^m. Dividing by the birefringence Zin % 0.0096 for quartz (see Fig

ure 2.2) yields correspondng thicknesses of 1.9 mm and 3.8 mm respectively. Similar 

values are obtained by differentiating the Sellmeier formulae for quartz and computing 

thicknesses following Equation 2.7. 

The tolerances on the thicknesses eu-e fairly relaxed, since we are interested in 

setting the modulation frequency and not a specific nimiber of waves of retardance. 

Tolerances of ±0.5% were specified to the vendor for our thick retarders. The flatness 

of the retarder faces was specified at a quarter wave (at a test wavelength of 0.633 /im). 

Even if the flatness specification is met, it is possible for the thickness of the retarder 

to vary across its aperture as a result of a wedge angle between the faces. The 

diAui Rs — Rs 18 um. 
1.1 

(2.8) 
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result of such variation is that the carrier waves consist of a superposition of many 

sinusoids with sUghtly different frequencies. With increasing a these sinusoids get out 

of phase and begin to interfere destructively, resulting in a reduction of the carrier 

wave amplitude. 

For back-of-the-envelope purposes, we may assume that the frequencies which 

result from thickness variations in the retaxder are uniformly distributed in a range 

Ah about a nominal carrier frequency /inom- The carrier wave can then be represented 

as 

/ 'hi e'̂ d/i = sinciAh a) (2.9) 

where the functions rect and sine are defined £is follows. 

rect(x) = < 
1 if 1x1 < 1/2 
1/2 if 1x1 = 1/2 (2.10) 

0 if lx| > 1/2 

sinc(x) = {' (2.11) 
^ TTX 

The carrier consists of a sinusoid at the nominal frequency /inom with its amplitude 

modified by a sine envelope. As shown in Figure 2.4, the envelope tends to fall with 

increasing cr. Then if we dictate that the carrier amplitude must not drop below 

a specified amount (indicated by the dashed line in the figure), the value of the 

envelope at the upper wavenumber limit of the system's spectral band will be the 

key consideration. For example, to just meet a 95% amplitude requirement (that 

is, to have sinc(Zi/i2.5^m~^) « 0.95), a value of Ah « 0.070/xm is required. This 

corresponds to a variation of 7.3 ̂ lm in thickness across the retarder's face. For a 1.5 

inch diameter element, we thus arrive at a wedge tolerance of 40 seconds of arc. A 

margin of safety was allowed by specifying a tolerance of 15 seconds of arc to the 

vendor. 
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Figure 2.4: Variations in retarder thickness result in a roll-off of carrier amplitude 
across the spectrum. 
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Chapter 3 

OPERATOR THEORY 

The amplitude modulation analogy, described thoroughly in Section 2, provides a 

starting point for developing methods of reconstructing estimates of the input spectral 

polarization state S((T). For example, as Figure 1.3 indicates, the Fourier transform 

of each of the components of s'((r) could be obtmned by masking off the appropriate 

channel from the Fourier transform of the spectrum measured by the spectrometer. 

Each channel could then be inverse Fourier transformed to obtain the components 

of s'(o-), and Equation 2.5 inverted to yield s(cr). Such an approach relies, however, 

on an idealized picture of channeled spectropolarimetry. We have already seen the 

need for a reconstruction technique that is able to account for dispersion in the 

retarders. Other effects which must be addressed include imperfect resolution in the 

spectrometer and variation of resolution across the spectrum. 

A treatment of the system from the standpoint of Unear operator theory (following 

the methods of Barrett and Meyers^®) is well-suited to these circumstances. We 

consider the input spectral polarization state and data recorded by the spectrometer 

to be vectors, and describe the channeled spectropolarimeter as a Unear operator H. 

which maps between them. Letting / represent the input state eind g represent the 

data recorded by the spectrometer, the system is then described by 

g  =  H f .  (3.1) 

In the context of the channeled spectropolarimeter, we let / = s(o")- In keeping 

with optical engineering terminology, we will refer to the vector space from which the 

system's inputs are drawn as object space, and that to which the outputs belong as 

image space. 
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Since little else than linearity is assumed, the linear operator model provides a very 

general description of the channeled spectropolarimeter. It is a promising framework 

for study of the system's behavior, data reconstruction techniques, and calibration 

methods on both theoreticeil and practical levels. 

3.1 Definitions 

In our discussion of operator theory, lower case bold characters such as / are used to 

denote vectors in a general sense. We will shortly find it useful to have an additional 

designation for discrete (column) vectors and matrices, such as those in An 

underscore will be used for this purpose. We will also use a corner bracket to denote 

a discrete representation of a general vector or operator. That is, "X represents a 

matrix approximation of an operator A. 

The channeled spectropolarimeter presents an interesting case of mixed continuous 

and discrete vectors. The spectral polarization state s(<7) is a 4-tuple of functions 

of the continuous variable a. Each of these functions may itself be considered an 

element of a vector space. We will assume these belong to the space of real-valued, 

square integrable functions, which we denote LQ. Then we can construct an object 

space space L2 of 4-tuples of functions in L2, and we have s{a) € L^- An important 

subset of L2 is the space of 4-tuples of functions which are band-limited with full 

(two-sided) s bandwidth 7, which we denote B^. 

The data set output by the spectrometer will presumably be discrete. (This means 

that the spectrometer records power for a discrete set of spectral bands, and does not 

refer to quantization of its presumably digital readings. The effects of quantization 

noise are not considered in this treatment.) Letting N be the number of readings it 

returns, the output data vector g = g will be an iV-tuple of real nxmabers. That is, 

g e R ^ .  
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For each vector space we introduce, we need to define a scalar product. In the 

scalar product is the usual dot product (written here as a matrix multiplication). 

(£i' £2) " q!i £2 (^-2) 

The usual integral scalar product is used in L2. 

(/1. / 2 )  = J/i(o^) in 1-2 (3.3) 

In L2 we use a straight-forward combination of the preceding definitions. 

(£,. £2) = / £(") £2(^) ̂  (31) 

These integrals are taken to run over the a-band of the instrument. We use a super

scripted t to denote the transpose operation. It applies only to the discrete compo

nents of a mixed continuous and discrete vector. For example, s^{cr) is a 4-element 

row vector with the spectra Sj{a) as its components. 

The concept of an adjoint plays an important role in our analysis. Consider an 

operator A which maps a vector space U to a space V. (That is, : U —• V.) The 

adjoint of A is by definition an operator >1^ : V —» U with the following property. 

(9. Af) = (^^g, /) for all / € U and y € V (3.5) 

Note that the scaleu* product on the left is computed in V, whereas the one on the 

right is computed in U. 

A superscripted f is used as an alternate notation for the scalar product as 

= (3.6) 

Here the application is to a vector rather than an operator. This convention leads 

to intuitive and convenient notation. For example, when dealing with real-vzdued 

components, the f usually is synonymous with the transpose for both matrices and 

vectors. (Hence the similzirity of Equations 3.2 and 3.6). However, we need to retain 
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spectrometer 

Figure 3.1: Two operators are used to describe the channeled spectropolarimeter. 

a distinction between the adjoint and transpose for two reasons. First, the transpose 

is not directly applicable to continuous vectors (such as those in L2) and operators 

which involve them. Second, whether or not the transpose and adjoint are equivalent 

may depend on the choice of the vector space which serves as the domain of the 

operator in question. Our analysis of the channeled spectropolarimeter will illustrate 

both these points. 

3.2 Construction of the operators 

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, we will describe the channeled spectropolarimeter as 

the composition of two operators, Ti = VX. Here X describes the polarization 

components (that is, the retarders and analyzer). It maps the spectral polarization 

state s(cr) to a power spectrum, and takes the form of a cr-dependent row vector which 

multiplies S((T). This vector was already computed and appears in Equation 2.2. 

y—cos sin.J2/ 

The operator V represents the meeisurement of a power spectrum by the spectrom

eter. It maps the power spectrum I {a) at the spectrometer's input to the discrete 

X = x'(cr) = (3.7) 
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data set g ,  and is described by 

['DI]k — J 0fc(o")/(o-) dcr or P = J da0(o-) (3.8) 

where each function 0fc(o") represents the spectral sensitivity of the A:'*' component of 

the spectrometer's output {i.e. the /:"* band or pixel). 

3.3 Singular value decomposition 

Having identified operators which describe the channeled spectropolarimeter, we 

would next like to study them in an attempt to gain insight into their behavior. One 

powerful tool for studying linear operators is singular value decomposition (SVD). A 

summary of the features of SVD will be given here. Readers can find a more thorough 

description in References 26 and 27. 

Singular value decomposition is a method of factoring an operator into terms 

which may be more easy to interpret than the original operator itself. It is a very 

general tool which can be applied to a broad range of operators and vector spaces, 

including matrices in finite-dimensional spaces and integral operators in L2. For the 

purposes of our siunmary, it is not necessary to make csureful distinctions between 

the various types of operators. The formal mimipulations and interpretations are 

basically the same for edl cases. 

Consider a lineM operator W : U —» V. SVD provides an orthonormsil basis {tiik} 

for object space U, and an orthonormal basis {vfc} for image space V. The vectors 

Uk and Vk are termed the singular vectors. The operator H may be represented in 

these coordinate systems as 
R 

= akVkul. (3.9) 
k=l 

The Qffc are real-valued, non-negative parameters termed the singular values. The sin

gular vectors and values are typically indexed to put the singxilar values in decreasing 

order. The ninnber R of nonzero singxilar values is the rank of the operator H. 
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An equivalent matrix representation of the SVD is given by 

'H = (3.10) 

Here W and V are unitary matrices which may be interpreted as coordinate system 

transformations. The operator /C is a diagonal matrix, with the singular values otk as 

its diagonal elements. 

The singular vector bases are fundamentally related to the operator H in that 

there is no mixing between different basis vectors. When V, is applied to Uk, the 

output (if it is non-zero) is along Vk and only v^- The magnitude of the result is 

determined by the corresponding singular value These facts can be summarized 

by the equation 

Huk = akVk- (3.11) 

The similarity of Equation 3.11 to an eigenvalue equation is no coincidence. SVD 

can be considered a generalization of the diagonalization of a matrix by eigenaneilysis. 

Eigenanalysis requires, however, that the operator map vectors back into their originsil 

vector space, that is that V be contained in U. SVD can be applied without any 

such constraint. Eigenanalysis provides an orthonormal basis of vectors which are 

unchanged by K except for a multiplicative factor (the eigenvalue). SVD provides a 

similar analysis, even when the inputs and outputs are in different vector spaces. In 

this case a basis is provided for each space, with a unique correspondence between 

components in the input space and the components in the output space to which they 

are mapped. The singular values represent the gain or attenuation experienced by 

each component under the operator. They can be considered a genereilized version of 

the transfer function employed for analysis of imaging systems. 

The SVD is carried out by performing the eigenanalysis of Ti^'H : U —• U or 

Til-O : V —V. The choice of which to use does not affect the SVD, however one may 

be easier to diagonalize than the other. For example, if V is a discrete space (such 

as R'') and U is a continuous or mixed space (such as L2), then "hCH^ corresponds to 
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a finite-dimensional matrix while "WTi may be an integral operator. In this case we 

would probably choose to diagonaUze H'W, since matrix computations can be easily 

carried out with a computer. And even if the problem is approached analytically, a 

finite-dimensional matrix may be easier to handle than an integral operator. 

The singular vectors Vk are the eigenvectors of 7iH^. Hence they can be computed 

by solving the eigenvector problem 

HH^Vk = tikVk- (3.12) 

The singular vedues are obtained as ak = y/JIk- The necessary singular vectors in U 

are calculated as 

uk = -4= n^vk = — n^vk^ (3.13) 
y/Jik OCk 

Note that the Uk and Vk have unit magnitude. 

The singular values and vectors of an operator representing an imaging or mea

surement system provide insight into the system's performance. Any singular vectors 

whose singular values are zero or negligible are not registered by the system. These 

span the operator's null space. In a sense the SVD provides information on what 

inputs can and cannot be measured (though this interpretation may be misleading, 

as will be discussed in Section 3.6). This information is fundamental to a study of 

the resolution of the system, although the particular basis returned by the SVD is 

not necessarily the most convenient in which to address the issue of resolution. The 

singular values indicate how strong a signal each component generates, which in turn 

indicates how susceptible measurements of that component will be to noise. The SVD 

is essentially all that is necessary to compute the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the 

operator H. Thus knowledge of the SVD is also useful for studying and simulating 

methods of data reduction for the system. 
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3.4 The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse 

Equation 3.1 describes the data g which is acquired by an instrvunent for the pur

pose of measuring the input /. In order to obtain an estimate / of /, an additional 

data processing step may be required. If Ti. has an inverse, the obvious choice would 

be to use / = 'H~^g. In general, however, the measurement problem will be over-

determined in some respects, under-determined in others, and H. will not be invert-

ible. The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse provides a means of reconstructing an object 

nonetheless. The pseudoinverse is computed as 

The gist of this expression Is that divides out the factors of ak which 7i had 

multiplied in. Of course, this procedure fails for singular values which are zero. The 

object / can be written as the sum of two components. 

/ = /meaa + /null" (3-15) 

The vector is lost when H is applied because the corresponding singular values 

are zero, and /„„!! makes no contribution to the data. (This is the content which 

lies in the null space of H.) The content of the object contained in /meas passes 

through to the data with an amplification or attenuation given by the corresponding 

singular values a*,.. The reconstruction strategy embodied in the pseudoinverse is 

to reconstruct everything that is not lost (namely /meas)) bother trying to 

reconstruct content that was lost (since doing so could only lead to reconstruction of 

noise). 

In fact, it is helpful to include noise explicitly in our expression for the data. This 

can be done by modifying Equation 3.1 to read 

g = Kf + n (3.16) 
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where n represents the contribution of noise to the data. Use of the pseudoinverse to 

reconstruct the object then gives 

7 = -K^g = H^Uf + H+n 
(3.17) 

f meas ^ 

The reconstruction provides /^eas ^ ̂ ^e basic estimate, but noise propagates through 

as 'W'n. 

The reconstruction provided by the pseudoinverse is said to be a least-squares, 

minimum-norm estimate. The term least-squares here means that / is chosen to 

minimize the discrepancy between the measured data and the data which would be 

predicted from the reconstructed estimate. That is, — Hq\\ takes on its minimum 

value when q = f. There may be several values for q which minimize this quantity, 

however. (In particular, q can be altered by the addition of any vector from the null 

space of H without changing this measure of discrepancy). The term minimum-norrn 

indicates that / is chosen from among these candidates as the vector which has the 

smallest norm. This amounts to saying that the estimate has no component in the 

null space of Ti, and can be viewed as choosing an object with minimum power. 

Without such a constraint, substantial artifacts could arise in the reconstruction. 

We hope to leave the reader with the following picture: the pseudoinverse per

forms a least-squares fit to our data, and any ambiguities in the fit are resolved by 

minimizing its norm. The pseudoinverse certainly isn't the only way to carry out a 

reconstruction from data. However it's a good starting point and likely our best bet 

among linear reconstruction techniques. 

3.5 Computing the SVD 

Let us consider the SVD of the operator representing the chaimeled spectropolarime-

ter. This can be done by carrying out the eigenanalysis of HJ-C = VXX^VK In order 

to proceed, we need to find the adjoints of V and X. At first glance this may appear 
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trivial. Equations 3.7 and 3.8 reveal that V and X have the forms of column and 

row vectors, respectively. It might be expected, then, that their adjoints would be 

obtained essentially by transposing those discrete vectors. 

This may or may not be true, depending on our choice of vector spaces. The 

definition of the adjoint (given in Section 3.1) requires that the adjoint of an operator 

map back into that operator's domain. There's not necessarily a single right choice for 

the object space that serves as the domain of X, however. The amplitude modulation 

analogy suggests that the components of the input s(cr) must be bandlimited if the 

channeled spectropolarimeter is to operate correctly. We may therefore take as 

object space. On the other hand, there is no physical reason that a state whose 

components do not meet the system's bandwidth requirement cannot be input. And 

we might still wemt to study what happens and what can be reconstructed. So in 

other cases we may take L2 as object space . 

3.5.1 Analytic computation without band limits 

We will consider these two cases separately. In this section we will take the input 

domain to be L2 and in Section 3.5.2 bandwidth constraints will be imposed. Without 

these constraints, it turns out to be easy to compute the SVD analytically. Although 

the results may not be directly applicable to reconstruction of data from real systems, 

they do lend some useful insights. When bandwidth constraints are applied, the 

SVD becomes more difficult to compute and we have relied on numerical methods to 

proceed. 

For now we will not require the components of s(a-) to be band-limited, and will 

take X : L2 h2 and D : L2 The adjoints of these operators are then 

computed as follows. 

1 ^ 
1 cos 82 
2 sin(5isin<52 

cos Jisin ̂ 2/ 

for X L2 —* IL2 (3.18) 
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pt = 0(0-)' for P : La ^ (3.19) 

reconstructs a representation of the spectrum I { a )  e i s  a weighted sum of the 

spectrometer's band sensitivities 0fc(o"), using the spectrometer's data as the weights. 

generates a 4-element representation of a spectral polarization state by multiplying 

such a power spectrum by the 4-element vector of carrier waves ®((T). 

With these expressions for the operator adjoints, we find we must diagonalize the 

operator 

= J d£T0x'x0' (3.20) 

where x  and ^ both depend on wavenumber a .  Using the expUcit expression for x { a )  

given in Equation 3.18 and a Uttle trigonometry, we find 

x{crYx{a) = 1/2. (3.21) 

Then IfhC is axi N x N matrix with elements given by 

[w«*l jc = \j (3-22) 

This integral measures the overlap between pairs of spectrometer bands. For a first 

analysis, it is reasonable to assxmie that the bands do not overlap. Then the only 

non-zero elements of the matrix will be those for which j = fc. Thus the operator 

"KW is akeady diagonal! 

The singular values are obteiined as the square roots of the diagonal elements. 

(3.23) 

The singiilar vectors Vk in image space are the standard basis vectors. That is, Vk 

is an iV-element column vector with a 1 in the position axid zeroes elsewhere. In 

terms of the Kronecker delta 5ki they can be written component-wise as 

= ̂ ki (3.24) 
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Legend 

1 .478  1 .48  

Figure 3.2: A sample object space singular vector Ufc((j). The vector consists of a 
portion of the carrier waves, windowed off by the corresponding band sensitivity 
function (here assumed to be constant within its support). 

FVom Equation 3.19, acting on a singular vector returns the corresponding band 

sensitivity function. 

V^Vk = (pfcCo-) (3.25) 

As specified in Equation 3.13, the singular vectors in object space are obtained by 

running the Vk through and normalizing. 

Uk = —'hOvk = —X^V^Vk = —x{a)(f)k{cr) (3.26) 
Qfc Qfc Qfc 

The object space singular vectors have the form of a portion of the carrier waves x { a )  

masked off by a band sensitivity function <pk{cr), as illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

Interpretation 

There is a fairly simple conceptual interpretation for this sequence of mathematics. 

The pseudoinverse produced by our analysis consists of two parts. The first entails 

construction of an estimate of the power spectrum [{a) (as a function of the contin

uous variable a) from the spectrometer's discrete data. The second part generates 

a mixed discrete and continuous vector in Lj by multiplying this spectrum by the 

carrier waves x{a). The procedure of multiplying a carrier wave into a function which 

already consists of the product of a carrier and signal is common in communications, 

and is given the name heterodyning. We will give a brief overview of the technique. 
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Figure 3.3: Pictorial analysis of heterodyning. The operator T represents the Fourier 
transform. 

Suppose we wish to extract a signal /(cr) from its product with a carrier, f { a )  cos(acr). 

For the time being, we take a to be a constant. If we know the carrier separately, we 

can multiply it in a second time, giving 

f { a )  cos-(acr) = i/(<7)[l + cos(2a(T)]. (3.27) 

Note that the cosine in this expression has twice the frequency of the carrier wave. 

If f{a) is a low-frequency signal, low-pass filtering removes the high frequency com

ponent leaving (except for a factor of 1/2) the desired signal. Heterodyning can also 

be understood from the standpoint of the Fourier transform by means of a simple 

pictorial analysis as in Figure 3.3. In the Fourier domain, multiplication corresponds 

to convolution. Convolving the signal's transform with the two delta fimctions of the 

cosine results in a double-lobed spectrum representing the modulated carrier. Con

volving with the cosine's delta functions a second time produces a repUca of the base 

signal's transform near DC. There are high frequency lobes as well, which can be 

removed by low pass filtering. 
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Let us now consider the case in which the parameter a in the carrier wave has 

a slight dependence on a (which is analogous to dispersion in the retarders of the 

channeled spectropolaximeter). The carrier will not be a pure sinusoid. Its Fourier 

transform will consist of two lobes of finite width, which replace the delta functions 

in Figure 3.3. One would probably expect that convolution with these lobes would 

result in broadening of the spectra being operated on. In order for heterodyning to 

function properly, the carrier spectrum would need to have the remarkable property 

that a second convolution would reverse the effects of the first. We might say that it 

would need to be self-deconvolving. 

In fact, self-deconvolution is exactly what happens. Though this may be difficult 

to prove in the Fourier domain, it was already shown in Equation 3.27. The pa

rameter a occurs only within the argument of a cosine, so the trigonometric identity 

employed is valid regardless of whether a depends on wavenumber. A similar trigono

metric simplification (embodied in Equation 3.21) was key in our treatment of the 

channeled spectropolarimeter's SVD. In our discussion of the motivation for carrying 

out the SVD on the channeled spectropolarimeter, we suggested a basic reconstruc

tion technique of masking off each channel in the s-domain and shifting it to DC. In 

the absence of dispersion, this technique is essentially the same as Heterodyning and 

low-pass filtering (but represented in the s domain rather than the a domain). The 

results of the SVD indicate that the heterodyning formulation generalizes to account 

for dispersion. These are not new techniques. Dispersion causes the carrier firequen-

cies to vary across the a band. That is, the carriers are chirped. The feasibility of 

deconvolving a chirp is well known in the signal-processing community. 

For the sake of simplicity, our description of heterodyning treated a single signal 

(which might be associated with two channels, since it generates lobes with posi

tive and negative firequencies). The channeled spectropolarimeter operates with foiu: 

signals (the components of s(cr)) and seven channels, which makes the situation some

what more complicated. One of the complications is the fact that the sj and S3 Stokes 
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components are encoded in mixed channels (following the transformation from a{a) 

to s'(a) in Equation 2.5) which arise because the corresponding carrier waves in x(<t) 

are products of two sinusoids. Our results for the pseudoinverse of the instriunent's 

operator do not show an explicit inversion of Equation 2.5. This leads us to wonder 

if the necessary inversion is built into the heterodyning. In fact it is, as a brute-force 

algebraic expansion of xx^s{cr) confirms. 

So much for what this SVD analysis gets right. There are also several glaring 

omissions which must be considered. Perhaps the most obvious is that there is no 

low-pass filtering to go along with the heterodyning. This may not be of particular 

concern, since we are deUberately considering the case in which s band limits on 

the object and its reconstruction are relaxed. Low-pass filtering of each of the four 

components of a reconstructed state can always be included separately in a practical 

implementation of heterodyning reconstruction. Another omission relates to correc

tion for the carrier wave amplitudes in the heterodyning reconstruction. In our basic 

description of heterodyning, a factor of 1/2 remains after multiplication by the carrier 

and low-pass filtering (see Equation 3.27). This factor must be divided out in order 

to obtain a properly normalized reconstruction of the signal. Similar considerations 

apply in the channeled spectropolarimeter, except that the carrier amplitudes (listed 

in Table 2.1) and mixing of Stokes components must be taken into Jiccount. The 

foregoing brute-force algebraic analysis indicates that respective factors of 4, 8, 16 

and 16 would need to be multiplied into the components of a spectral polarization 

state estimate obtained by heterodyning with gc{a) and low pass filtering. 

A third omission concerns the resolution of the spectrometer. In general, the spec

trometer will have limited resolution, resulting in blurred features in the spectra it 

measures. If the spectrometer's band sensitivity functions 0fc(<T) are imiform trans

lates (meaning that they axe identical except for being translated along the a axis), 

the effects of the blurring can be imderstood using results from the study of linear 

shift-invariant (LSI) systems.^® In this case the spectrometer behaves as if the input 

spectnun is imaged through a LSI system and sampled. 
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Blurring in a linear system usually results in reduction of contrast. In LSI systems, 

this effect can be described by a transfer function. (Even if the band sensitivities are 

not technically uniform translates, the LSI system viewpoint is useful for a conceptual 

understanding of blurring effects. The transfer function is not defined for a non-LSI 

system, but the notion of a local transfer function could be introduced to circumvent 

the difficulty.) The transfer function describes the ratio of contrast in the output of 

the system to the contrast in a sinusoidal input. It is a function of the frequency of 

the sinusoid, and usually decreases with increasing frequency. 

In the cEise of the channeled spectropolarimeter, the transfer function appears 

as an overarching function in the s domain which tends to attenuate high frequency 

components more than low frequency ones. If for example the band sensitivities 0fc(cr) 

are rect functions, the transfer function will be a sine. Since the SQ Stokes component 

is encoded in a channel at DC whereas the other Stokes components appear at high 

frequencies, the spectrometer's transfer function would tend to suppress the polar

ized components. If uncorrected, it may cause reconstructions to underestimate the 

degree of polarization of the input spectral polarization state s{a). We expect then 

that the pseudoinverse should include provisions for correcting for the spectrometer's 

transfer function. This correction might also be referred to as spectral deblurring, 

deconvolving or sharpening. However, the pseudoinverse produced by this analysis 

contains no such feature. 

In summary, when no constraints eire placed on the s bandwidth of the spectral 

polarization state input to the channeled spectropolarimeter, the SVD is straight 

forwgird to compute analytically. The associated pseudoinverse points to heterodyning 

as an elegant means to account for dispersion in the retarders and decouple the 

mixed S2 and S3 polarization channels. Low-pass filtering and corrections for carrier 

amphtudes and spectrometer resolution are notably missing, but could be added 

separately into a practical reconstruction technique. On a theoretical level, it is 

a little concerning that these considerations are missing, since we know that the 
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pseudoinverse provides a mininmum-norm, least-squares reconstruction in the chosen 

input vector space. It seems that the discepancy must arise from the fact that our 

choice of L2 as the input space allows reconstruction of spectral polarization states 

that the instrument isn't capable of measvuring (namely states that are not s band 

limited). Therefore, our next step will be to carry out the SVD choosing as the 

input space, and thus imposing s band limits on the inputs and reconstructed states. 

3.5.2 Numerical computation with band limits 

In order to impose s band limits, we choose operator domains such that ^ —> Bp 

and P : Br —• Here Bp denotes the space of band-Umited functions with band

width r (which is a subspace of L2). The channeled spectropolarimeter generates 

seven channels, each of s bandwidth 7, so we will have T ~ 77. The explicit ex

pressions for these operators (Equations 3.7 and 3.8) are unchanged, since the new 

domains £u:e subspaces of the previous ones. However, the previous expressions for 

the adjoints are not valid for this analysis, because they do not necessarily map back 

into the band-limited spaces. For example, the previous version of (given in Equa

tion 3.19) constructs a function of the continuous variable a by superposing the band 

sensitivity functions 0a:(O")- If these functions are not band limited narrowly enough 

(and they may not be if the bands have sharp edges as might be imposed by a linear 

CCD in the spectrometer), then neither will the vector generated by be. 

It is fairly easy to patch up the previous adjoints. We define band-limiting oper

ators By —* B" which smooth an operand (by convolving each discrete element 

with a sine or equivalently multiplying by a rect in the frequency domain) to produce 

a band-limited version of bandwidth 7. We can then obtain appropriate adjoints by 

inserting these band-limiting operators into the previous definitions. 

= Byx{a) for A": B^ Br 

pt ^ Br±i(TY for P : Br 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 
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To compute the SVD, we diagonalize 

nn'^ =VXX^V^ = J da^x'B^xBv±'. (3.30) 

Numerical implementation 

Because of the insertion of the band-limiting operators, the simpHfications which 

precipitated an analytic solution in the previous approach can no longer be made. We 

have resorted to numerical computation of the SVD for a specific example system. 

Parameters were chosen for the computation which are appropriate for a system 

operating in the visible portion of the spectrum. Quartz retarders (cut with the optic 

axis in the face of each retarder) of 1.8 and 5.5 mm thicknesses were modeled. (This 

1:3 ratio in retarder thicknesses predates our preference for a 1:2 ratio.) Material 

dispersion was accounted for with the use of dispersion formulae.^® The spectrometer 

was modeled as having 200 bands over a wavenumber reinge of 1.42-2.5 ^m~^ (which 

corresponds to a wavelength range of 0.4-0.7 /zm). These were uniformly spaced in 

wavenumber, filled the spectral range without overlap or gaps, and exhibited uniform 

responsivity across all bands. 

Vectors in were represented by sampling each Stokes component at 1000 lo

cations across the spectral range, and combining the samples into a 4000 element 

column vector. Each of the operators was then manifested as a matrix. Matrices 

are themselves linear operators, and all of the general operator theory which we have 

outlined applies to them. One might expect then that modeling continuous func

tions and integral operators with discrete vectors and matrices would entail nothing 

more than a transparent conversion between vector spaces. That is, integral scalar 

products (as in Equation 3.3) would become discrete dot products, adjoints would be 

matrix transposes, and the SVD could be carried out using generally available matrix 

analysis routines. The situation is not so straight forward however. 

Suppose first of all that we sample two functions fi{a) and of the continu

ous variable a to obtain column vectors representing them. Even with fine sampling, 
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the dot product • '^2 differs from the scalar product of Equation 3.3 in magnitude 

and units because of the differential da. If the samples are taken at uniform intervals 

of 5(t, the situation is easily remedied by computing a Riemann sum as 

In this case the dot product only differs from (a reasonable estimate of) the desired 

scalar product by the constant factor Sa. This overall factor is often neglected in com

putational modelling of linear systems without any mention. The situation is more 

complicated if the samples are not made at uniform intervals. In this case a vector 

containing an interval width for each sample may be constructed. The scalar product 

is then computed as Cfi^) • 72 > where vector multiplication is understood to apply 

element by element. This expression may be written more symmetrically as 

Here the square roots are computed element by element, and the elements of ^ are 

assumed to be non-negative. 

Canned routines for linear algebra computations in use the dot product as 

the scalar product and the transpose as the adjoint. (We use the term canned to 

refer to programs provided with data processing applications and libraries which 

require no tailoring by the user.) Special measures are required to coerce them into 

accountng for the differential in the scalar product and our band limit assumptions on 

U. Since every finite dimensional vector space with reed-valued scalars is isomorphic 

with (see e.g. Reference 29), in the end we will still be representing the vectors 

in R^. AU that's necessary is a change to a new coordinate system. We refer to 

our original coordinate system (in which we have column vectors of samples of the 

continuous functions to be represented) as the data system, and the new system as 

the computational system. 

The transformation to the computational coordinate system consists of two steps. 

First the vector to be transformed is multiplied element by element with the weighting 

vector \/5<r. transforming it into an intermediate coordinate system. In this system 

(3.31) 
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Figure 3.4: Singular values obtained via numerical computation of the SVD. 

of which are shown in Figure 3.5) reveals that the tiers represent different Stokes 

components. The singular vectors corresponding to the uppermost tier have appre

ciable values only in their SQ components. Similarly the second tier represents si. 

The third tier vectors have contributions from both so and S3. These results may be 

interpreted intuitively in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in reconstructions. 

(This interpretation is intended for basic insight into the system's behavior, and ne

glects such concerns as signal-dependence in the noise which might be included in a 

detailed calculation. Moreover, it relates specifically to propagation of measurement 

noise through the reconstruction, and not to errors in the reconstruction due to the 

system's null space.) The SNR of the si component is expected to be a factor of 0.6 

below that for the SQ component. Depression of the SNR by a factor of 0.4 (relative 

to the So SNR)is anticipated for the S2 and S3 components. Any vector orthogonal to 

these singular vectors belongs to the instrument's null space. 

We found in our treatment of the amplitude modulation analogy that the Sq, si, 

and mixed S2 and S3 signals occupy separate portions of the s domain (eis illustrated 

in Figure 1.3). These signals are therefore orthogonal, which may lead one to expect 

the singular vectors to be similarly divided. Multiple factors contribute in setting the 
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Figure 3.5: A selection of the object space singular vectors Mfc(f) obtained via nu
merical computation of the SVD. 

heights of the three tiers of singular values. These include the carrier wave eimplitudes 

(as in Table 2.1) and the values at the carrier frequencies of the spectrometer's sine 

transfer function. 

The ACT As product allotted to each channel of the system may be interpreted as 

the number of samples or dimensions resolved for each Stokes component. Its value 

of 20 agrees with the number of singular vectors in each tier of the singular value 

spectrum (about 20 for each Stokes component). The SQ singular vectors in the top 

tier have a sinusoidal character. The frequencies of these curves step from about 

heilf a cycle to approximately ten cycles across the spectral range of the instrimient. 

This corresponds to 20 resolution elements across the spectrum if half a period is 

associated with the resolution. The si singular vectors (roughly the next 20) tend 

to consist of a single strong lobe with ringing on its skirts. The center position 

of the lobe steps across the spectrum between singular vectors. The lobes have a 

width of approximately one-twentieth of the spectral range of the instrument, also in 

agreement with our initial estimate. The remaining singular vectors have appreciable 

values for both S2 and S3. Their structure is more difficult to understand, but they 
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Figure 3.6: Results of a simulated measurement and reconstruction using the numer
ically computed SVD. Part (a) shows the reconstructed spectral polarization state, 
and part (b) indicates the difference between the reconstruction and the input. Note 
that the two plots have different scales on their vertical axes. 

tend to have lobes of comparable width to those of the singular vectors for SQ and 

St. The oscillatory character common to all the singular vectors is an indication that 

artifactual ringing may be present in reconstructed spectra when this description of 

the operator is used with data from objects whose spectra are not s band limited. 

Further insight on the topic will be given in Section 6.3.1. 

The singular values and vectors can be assembled into a reconstruction matrix 

following Equation 3.14. Together with li, the system's forwEurd action and recon

structions can be simulated. Figure 3.6 shows the result of such a simulation. The 

input spectrEil polarization state consists of a superposition of randomly and com

pletely polarized components, both with Gaussian spectral profiles. The completely 

polarized component corresponds to the result of transmitting linearly polarized light 

through a low-order retarder. Parameters describing the simulated input were con

strained to be realistic and to result in fairly smooth spectra, but otherwise were 

chosen arbitrarily. Part (a) of the figure shows the reconstructed spectral polariza

tion state. Part (b) shows the difference between the reconstruction and the input, 

demonstrating very good agreement. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

We may find it convenient to distinguish two roles for the object spaces we consider. 

The first is that of a maximal space, by which we mean it contains all the possible 

inputs that physics allows. There is only need for one such space in our analysis, and 

we have taken it to be L2. The other role is that of a constraint (sub)space. It is 

contained in the maximal space. 

In our analysis so far the constraint space has been but other choices are 

certainly possible and may be advantageous. For example, lannarilli et alP have 

suggested representing the spectral polarization state S((T) as a weighted sum over 

components s^l{cr). At least some of these components may be derived from physical 

models and known signatures. In the linear operator framework, this amounts to 

choosing U = span{^.(cr)}. We may alternately choose a constraint space as the span 

of any set of basis vectors we find interesting, including polynomials and wavelets. In 

general, band-limiting operators in our treatment would be replaced by appropriate 

projection operators. 

The constraint space may be used as a means of introducing prior knowledge into 

the reconstruction process. If it is known that the original object belonged to the 

space, enforcing the constraint ensures consistency in the reconstruction £ind ought 

to improve accuracy as well. Even in cases when prior knowledge isn't available 

or technically the object does not belong to the constraint speice, we may use the 

the constraint space as an object model. Constraining object space to span{sjt(<^)} 

amounts to performing a linear fit to the model 

k 

in which the parameters Qfc are to be determined in the reconstruction. 

The maximal space has far too many dimensions for all of them to be measiured 

by the channeled spectropolarimeter {i.e. the system is under-determined). Trying to 

(3.32) 
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estimate them all by means of the pseudoinverse without a constraint dooms the es

timate to corruption with artifacts. This was illustrated in our analytic SVD analysis 

of the channeled spectropolarimeter with L2 as the input space. The reconstructions 

suffered from spurious high frequency components. Thus constraining the reconstruc

tion by the choice of object space is not just a convenient option, it's required! 

This significance to the choice of object space may be a little surprising. It's a 

task which is often glossed over. In fact, the choice had no relevance in our discussion 

of the forward problem, since our description of the system (Equations 3.18 and 3.19) 

applied to any physically possible input. The choice immediately becomes central, 

however, when we consider inversion of the system. Inversion is a process of deduction, 

in which we attempt to identify which dimensions in object space gave rise the signals 

recorded in image space. Obviously that process is more Ukely to succeed if some of 

the dimensions of object space have been ruled out before we even begin. 

The constraint space is formed by eliminating dimensions from the maximal space 

(ie. by eliminating vectors from a basis for it). If we make good choices of which 

and how many to eliminate, the null space may be entirely eliminated and the system 

made invertible. This may be accomplished without reducing the dimensionality of 

the measurement space. In our SVD computation we modeled a SP for which we 

thought we ought to be able to resolve about 80 dimensions in object space. We 

arrive at this value by assigning 20 dimensions (as calculated by the Aa As product 

of a single channel) to each of the four Stokes components. Image space had about 

1000 dimensions however (the number of spectrometer pixels), so clearly the matrix 

H. in the tnmcated coordinate system would not be square and therefore also would 

not be invertible. In this case the problem is one of over-determination, not under-

determination. At least in the absence of noise, it would be possible to reconstruct 

any object drawn from the span of our 80-dimensional constraint speice. Another way 

of saying this is that in the tnmcated system, is equal to the identity matrix. 
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How to choose the dimensions to eliminate is an interesting question. One choice, 

retaining low frequencies in a Fourier basis, is suggested by the amplitude modulation 

analogy. Another option is to eliminate the null space of H, as determined by the 

SVD for the maximal space. Doing so would be a questionable exercise in semantics, 

defining the purpose of the system to be measurement of whatever it can measure. 

Adjustments to the system's hardware may significantly change the singular vectors, 

resulting in changes to object space which the system dictates to the user. Moreover, 

with this choice of constraint space, the pseudoinverse is the same as for the maximal 

space. The reconstructions would be subject to the same flaws and artifacts as previ

ously described. However, the choice brings up a worthwhile question. If the vectors 

we eliminate aren't null vectors, how can we reduce the size of the null space? 

The answer to this question is that the size of the null space may be reduced 

by eliminating vectors which have a component in the null space and a component 

orthogonal to it. The null space of H in the constrained case is the intersection of 

the constraint space with the original (maximal) null space. Both the original null 

space and the constraint space are hyperplanes in the maximal space. Depending on 

their orientation, their intersection may be a lower-dimensional hjrperplane, just as 

two misaligned planes intersect in a line. Figure 3.7 illustrates this behavior in three 

dimensions. Suppose the maximal space is three dimensional, corresponding to the 

X, y, z coordinate system indicated by bold axes. Also £issume that for the maximal 

space the operator has a two-dimensional null space: the x, z plfme (dashed axes). 

Consider a two dimensional constraint space, indicated by the angled plane in the 

figure. The new null space is the intersection of this plane with the old null space, 

and is defined as the x' axis. The new measiurement space comprises the remaining 

dimension, shown by the y' axis. Thus even though the eliminated dimension (or

thogonal to the x', y' plane) did not belong to the null space, its removal reduced the 

number of dimensions in the null space. 
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Figure 3.7: Eliminating a basis vector from object space can reduce the dimensions of 
the null space, even though the ehminated vector does not belong to the null space. 

This illustration also reveals why the SVD of H. is different for different con

straint spaces. For each constraint space, the measurement space is constructed as 

the orthogonal complement to the remaining dimensions of the null space. Unless 

the constraint space happens to be edigned with the original null space (meaning that 

each ehminated dimension is wholly in or wholly orthogonal to it), the measurement 

space is constructed anew and may include components formerly in the system's null 

space. Thus the use of a constraint space may allow reconstruction of content previ

ously deemed unresolved. Since the system's measurement space has been modified 

and the singular vectors span the measurement space, it follows that the SVD of the 

system must have been altered. 

The fact that the SVD depends on the choice of constraint space may also be 

a source of confusion, since the SVD was a way of factoring W. That is, the SVD 

apphes to the forward problem, and since the factorization is valid for the maximal 

space, it must also hold for all constraint subspaces. This dilemma is resolved with 

the realization that in the new space the factorization is still a valid representation 

of 7^, it just isn't the SVD. The singular vectors which appear in the SVD (see 

Equation 3.9) don't in general even belong to the constraint space. The operations 
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implied by the vector adjoints t;[. pose a slight difficulty, since they require a scalar 

product with what is no longer a vector in object space. This is easily handled by 

converting back to the maximal space to take the scalar product, or equivalently 

by replacing each Vk by its projection onto the constraint space. After projection, 

however, the vectors are no longer orthogonal and normalized, so the result is not the 

SVD for H in the constraint space. 

Our initial description of the SVD and pseudoinverse may have given the impres

sion that they were streiight-forward operations which could be carried out on any 

operator as easily as an ordinary matrix inverse. We have seen however that in the 

inversion of under-determined problems, the process requires insight and guidance to 

avoid the introduction of artifacts. There are many avenues for further research on 

these topics, and we have not even touched the subject of nonlinear reconstructions. 

Pseudoinversion is ostensibly the best linear approach to reconstruction. It does not 

allow the incorporation of non-Unear constraints, however, such as the well-known 

requirement 

0 < ^/si+si + si < So. (3.33) 

This can be interpreted as two constraints: one on the positivity of SQ, and one on the 

degree of polarization. It may be possible to combine the pseudoinverse with other 

techniques to incorporate these constraints and improve reconstruction performance. 

We briefly explore the use of the nonlinear technique of projection onto convex sets 

(POCS) to aid our reconstructions of experimental data in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.2. 
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Chapter 4 

PREPARATORY EXPERIMENTS 

Our experiments center on a prototype channeled SP using retarders in a 3:1 ratio 

and a grating spectrometer. In order to calibrate the spectropolarimter, a spectral 

polarization state generator (SPSG) was assembled. Construction of the spectropo-

larimeter and SPSG entailed the characterization of several optical elements and a 

number of computer interfacing tasks. Descriptions of our work with each system 

will follow shortly, beginning with that on the SPSG since it allows us to introduce 

several fundamental techniques. 

4.1 Wavelength versus wavenumber 

In our theoretical treatment of channeled spectropolarimetry, we worked primarily in 

terms of wavenumber rather than wavelength, as the mathematics lent itself to that 

representation. Since we are using grating-based spectrometers in our experimental 

work, however, wavenumber is no longer clearly favored. Therefore in describing our 

experiments, we will alternate between representations as convenience dictates. 

The situation is a little more complicated than it may at first seem. Conversions 

between wavenmnber and wavelength are of course made using the definition 

<j = 1/A. (4.1) 

Then if, for example, the transmittance of a system is given by the function r(A), 

it can be expressed as a function of wavenumber as r(l/(j). It would technically be 

incorrect to use r(o-) to represent this function (though such practice is common, 

either for convenience or as an oversight). If it were necessary to have a separate 

notation for the dependence of transmittance on wavenumber, we could make use of 
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a subscript as 

r(A) = r(l/cT) = T^ia). (4.2) 

Things get more complicated when we consider distributions or density functions. 

For example, the power spectrum I was expressed as a distribution of power over 

wavenumber. We could just as well have described it as a distribution over wave

length. This would require a different notation, such as an underscript (which has 

the mnemonic that / is placed over A since the distribution is over wavelength). The 

two distributions are related by 

Differentiating Equation 4.1 leads to 

Distributions are functions, and there is no fundamental reason why the variable of 

distribution has to be the same as the independent variable of the function. For 

example, we may consider the distribution of power over wavelength as a function 

of wavenumber, {^(<7)- Note that the subscript and underscript here are labels that 

identify variables. They are not meant as variables themselves, and algebraic substi

tutions using Equation 4.1 should not be made for them. 

Fortunately, once the significance of this notation is understood, we can often 

get by without including all its elements explicitly. We will simplify it whenever we 

can by omitting under- and subscripts, trusting context to make the meaning clear. 

Unless otherwise indicated, the variable of distribution and the independent variable 

may be assumed to be the same. 

4.2 Spectral polarization state generator 

An SPSG is an instrument which allows the user to generate a beam of light with 

a known (and hopefully selectable) spectral polarization state. We use the classic 

{|d\l = {|da|. (4.3) 
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the spectrai polarization state generator (SPSG). 

combination of a polarizer and retarder to control the polarization of the generated 

state, as shown in Figure 4.1. Light is fed into the system via an optical fiber and 

collimated. An incandescent bulb and monochromator may be used as the source to 

provide control over the generated state's spectral content as well as its polarization 

state. 

Control over the polarization state of the output is exercised by setting the ori

entation of the polarizer and retarder. These elements are usually arranged so that 

the beam travels normal to their faces. Unless otherwise indicated, mention of their 

orientation refers to rotation about the axis defined by the beam. Following standard 

conventions,'' the orientation of these elements are specified by the angle between a 

reference axis (the transmission axis for a polarizer and the fast axis of a retarder) and 

horizontal. Positive angles are understood to correspond to right-handed rotations 

about the direction of propagation of the beam. 

4.2.1 Theory 

The spectral polarization state generated at the output of the SPSG can be described 

using Mueller calculus. We will assume that the retarder and polarizer are ideeil, 

except for an overall transmission function. A thermal light soiurce is generally used 

with the SPSG, in which case the input light will be at least approximately randomly 
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polarized. The polarization state of the input doesn't matter much anyway, since 

the input is passed through a Unear polarizer. If the polarizer is oriented with its 

transmissive axis horizontal, the output of the SPSG can be described as 

iCA) = i R(e) 
AO 0 ON 
0  1 0  0  
0 0 COS J sin 5 

yo 0 — sin 5 COS 5j 

R{-d) 

n\ 
1 
0 

(4.5) 

where 0 specifies the retarder's orientation and S is its retardance. R{d) is the rotation 

matrix for Mueller matrices. 

R{e) = 

/I 0 0 0\ 
0 cos(20) — sin(20) 0 
0 sin(20) cos(20) 0 

VO 0 0 V 

(4.6) 

The spectral profile of the output is given by /out(A), which is determined by the 

spectrum of the source and the transmittance of the polarizer and retarder. 

It is useful to consider how the polarization state output by the SPSG varies with 

the parameters 6 and 5. Equation 4.5 simplifies to 

s(A) = -/out(A) 

( 1 ^ 
cos^(26) -|-cos(5 sin^(20) 

sin^(^/2) sin 40 
sin($ sin 2d 

(4.7) 

The output of the SPSG is separated into two significant factors: an overall spectral 

profile /out(A), and a polarization state given by the column vector in Equation 4.7. In 

general then, the SPSG does not allow the polarization state at one wavelength to be 

controlled independently of those at other wavelengths in a single output state. The 

output polarization state is not necessarily constant across the spectrimi, however, 

since both retardance and the orientation of the fast axis may vary with wavelength. 

For a fixed wavelength and retardance J, the locus of polarization states which 

can be generated (by veirying d) with the SPSG has the form of a figure-of-eight curve 

on the Poincare sphere, as shown in Figure 4.2. Reference 30 contains an interesting 
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Figure 4.2: Polarization states which can be produced with the SPSG. Each figure-
of-eight curve represents the output polarization state (at a given wavelength) for the 
specified retardance (J as 0 is varied. 

discussion of these curves. We did not allow the orientation of the polarizer to vary 

in our description of the system, however the effects of rotation of the poleirizer are 

simply to rotate these curves about the S3 axis. If the retarder is a quarter-wave plate 

(meaning that 6 = 90°), the curve passes through both of the S3 poles and crosses all 

latitudes on the Poincare sphere. Then with a quarter wave plate, allowing both the 

retaxder and polarizer to rotate provides complete coverage of the Poincare sphere. If 

a retardance other than 90° is used, there are regions surrounding the S3 poles which 

cannot be reached. 

When cahbrating a complete polarimeter (at a single wavelength) by means of in

putting generated states and measuring the outputs, at least four linearly independent 

input states are required (since the Stokes vector has four components). In general, 

it is best to spread these states as far apart as possible on the Poincare sphere.^^ A 

system with a quarter-wave retardance which allows rotation of both elements may 

be advantageous for this purpose, since arbitrary placement of the states is possible. 
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It is possible to obtain four linearly independent polarization states from the SPSG 

without rotating the polarizer, however. This amounts to choosing four points from 

one of the curves in Figure 4.2. In some cases such a configuration might be pre

ferred, since it means one less moving part (to buy, to control, to wait on while it 

moves, to break, etc.). When the polarizer's orientation is held fixed, a retardance 

of approximately 132° is preferable to a quarter-wave retardance.^^ We anticipate 

performing most of our calibrations with the retarder fixed. However we make use 

a quarter-wave plate because 132° retarders are not widely available and we wish to 

retain the capability of arbitrary coverage of the Poincare sphere. 

4.2.2 Rotary encoder interfacing 

Rotating optical elements (such as the retarder and poleurizer in the SPSG) are com

mon in polarimetry. Manually adjusting stages and reading their scales are time 

consuming and tiring tasks, ajid it is highly desirable to have them automated. A 

motorized rotation stage was used with rotating elements in our experiments. This 

stage employed an electro-strictive mechanism, which rotated in small but poorly 

regulated steps. The regulation problem was circumvented by atteiching an external 

optical encoder to the stage to measure its movement. The feedback loop between 

motor and encoder was then closed in software with a computer interfaced to both 

systems. It would have been possible to buy rotation stages with built-in encoders. 

However, it seemed that investing in an entirely new system would not save time, 

and the external encoder provides the possibility of encoding other hardware such as 

translation stages and non-motorized rotation stages. 

We used a rubber friction wheel to couple a commercial rotary encoder to the 

rotation stage (see Figure 4.3). The encoder has a quadrature output. This means 

that it heis a two bit output, generated by the movement of two binaay masks between 

a pair of soxirces and detectors (or an equivalent scheme). The bit pattern in the 
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friction wheel 
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Figure 4.3: A commercial rotary encoder was coupled to the rotation stage with a 
friction wheel. 

masks (and therefore also square waves on the output pins) are 90° out of phase. It 

is possible to decode the output bits to resolve a rotation of one-quarter of a period 

of the bit mask, and also to discern the direction of rotation. This quarter-period 

movement will be referred to as an encoder step. 

In order to measure the orientation of the encoder or the stage to which it is 

attached, it is necessary to keep track of the encoder's steps. A dedicated interface 

circuit was constructed to ensure that no steps are missed. The circuit is capa

ble of interfacing two independent encoders simultaneously. A microcontroller with 

hardware-based interrupts monitors the quadrature outputs of the encoders. It main

tains a 32 bit counter for each encoder, incrementing them for a step in one direction 

and decrementing for a step in the other. A computer can communicate with the 

interface circuit (to querj' and reset counters, query and clear errors, etc.) via an 

RS-232 serial link. 

The amount of rotation of the rotation stage corresponding to one encoder step 

depends on the radius of the friction wheel and its mounting position on the stage. 

For the configuration used in most of our experiments, the stage's movements were 

resolved to about 0.2°. The use of a friction wheel to couple the encoder and stage was 

primarily a matter of convenience. It allows the encoder to be mounted in essentially 

any manner which provides a small amoimt of pressure between the wheel and a 
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moving part of the stage. A geared coupling system would probably provide better 

reliability, however the friction wheel appears adequate for our purposes. We are 

typically able to return the rotation stage to its starting position with an uncertainty 

of ±1° at the end of a laboratory session. 

4.2.3 Characterization of general purpose retarders 

Two nominally-achromatic quarter-wave retarders are used in our polarization exper

iments. The spectral dependence of each retarder's retardance was measured using a 

simple table-top system. The characterization technique is worth describing. It en

ables measurements of retardance without requiring previously caUbrated retarders, 

allowing bootstrap improvements in our poleurization capabilities. It also facilitates 

the determination of a retarder's orientation in its mount, calibration of the encoder, 

and simultaneous measurements at many wavelengths. It is a good example of the 

laboratory procedures that this project entails, and we make wide use of it. 

The system for characterizing retarders is shown in Figure 4.4. A horizontal 

Unearly polarized beam is sent through the retarder under test and a linear analyzer 

to a detector. The analyzer's transmissive axis is also horizontal. In fact, for the 

purposes of our experiments, horizontal is defined by the axis of a polarizer. Of course, 

we wish our horizontal reference to be in at least rough agreement with gravity and 

the surface of the optical table. This can be achieved by viewing specular reflections 

at Brewster's angle from a pane of glass or dish of water on the optical table through 

the polarizer, and orienting the polarizer to maximize the transmitted brightness. 

The retarder's orientation is changed incrementally, and the power remaining in the 

beam is measured as a function of retaxder orientation. The data are then fit to 

a mathematiceil model to extract information on the retardance and other system 

parameters. 
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Figiire 4.4: Schematic (a) and photo (b) of the retarder characterization system. 

The fitting model may be generated by describing the system with the Mueller 
calculus. 

I{n) = a (1 0 0 0) 

/I 1 0 0\ 
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0 0 0 0 

Vo 0 0 0/ 

Ribn—Oo) 

fl Q 0 0 \ 

0  1 0  0  
0 0 COS 5 sin 5 

yo 0 — sin 6 cos 6 

Ri^—bn+Qo) 

^0.5\ 
0.5 
0 

V O /  
(4.8) 

Here n is the encoder coordinate (that is, the orientation of the retarder's stage 

measured in encoder steps). The conversion factor b relates encoder steps to rotation 

stage angle. The angle between the retarder's fast axis and horizontal is given by 

9 = b n — 9o, where the offset 6Q allows for the possibiUty that the encoder's zero does 

not correspond to a horizontal fast axis. (In practice, the encoder is usually zeroed 

so that its origin corresponds to that of the scale marked on the rotation stage. The 

actual orientation of the retarder's fast axis when the stage's scale reads zero may 

not be horizontal, because of the difficulty of accurately controlling orientation during 

mounting.) The detector readings as a function of encoder coordinate are represented 

by I(n), and a is an overall proportionality constant which depends on the source 

brightness ajid the transmittance of each component. 

Equation 4.8 simplifies to 

I{n) = ^(3 + cos 5) + ^(1 — cos 5) cos[4(6n — ^o)]-
8 8 

(4.9) 

This consists of a constant (with respect to n) and a cosine which undergoes four 
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Figure 4.5: Typical retarder characterization data and least-squares fit. 

periods in a single rotation of the retarder's stage. Because of this periodicity, addition 

of an integer multiple of •k/2 to the value obtained for Oq would yield an equally good 

fit. It may be said that the fast axis is only located modulo 7r/2. Further, Equation 4.9 

indicates that the fit is sensitive to S only through cos S. Then S is similarly determined 

only to within jumps between branches of the arccosine function. If the branches 

to which the retardance and orientation belong are known by other means, it will 

still be possible to determine them accurately. In the case of our general purpose 

retarders, for instance, we know the retardance to be approximately 90° emd the fast 

axis orientation is indicated on the retarder's mount. Figure 4.5 shows a typical data 

set and least-squares fit. 

Our implementation of this technique uses a white source and a grating spectrom

eter. This allows data to be collected in parallel at every wavelength resolved by the 

spectrometer, and the fitting technique we have described is applied to the data for 

each spectral band. As Figure 4.4 shows, multimode optical fibers are used to deUver 

light from the source and to the spectrometer. Achromatic doublets couple light into 

and out of the fibers, providing a coUimated beam in between. 
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Figure 4.6: Calibration results for the two general purpose retarders. Triangles show 
manufacturer-furnished measurements of retardance. 

Nonetheless, the differences are considerably smaller than the variation of the retar

dance across the spectrum, and are small compared to the nominal retardance. The 

manufacturer claims the capability of measuring retardance to one thousandth of a 

wave,^'' which corresponds to 0.36°. Thus, although the disagreement may not quite 

fall within the leeway of the manufacturer's stated uncertainty, they are probably not 

more than a few standard deviations off. We therefore have sufficient confidence in 

our measurements to proceed. 

4.2.4 Operation of the SPSG 

The SPSG allows known spectral polarization states to be created and used in ex

periments. Equation 4.7 provides the means by which these states axe known. It 

allows the calculation of the generated state s(A) from quantities which are either 

under the user's control (namely the orientation of the retarder) or can be measured. 

There are only three quantities (/out(-^)> and 9) in this equation which need to be 

known. In practice, the retarder is mounted in a motorized eind encoded stage. As 

in our characterization procedure, its orientation 6 may be related to the encoder 

coordinate by 9 = bn — 6o. The quantities 6, Oq, and S are determined by the retarder 

characterization. 
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All that remains then is the determination of the spectrum /out(A), which can 

be measured by a spectrometer placed in the output beam of the SPSG. The pbcel-

to-wavelength correspondence of the spectrometer used in our experiments was cali

brated by the manufacturer, and its spectral response was calibrated using a reference 

lamp with NIST-traceable calibration data. Generally we must satisfy ourselves with 

a normalized measurement of the spectral profile, since overall factors which arise in 

the characterization and use of the system make an absolute radiometric calibration 

very difficult. As a result, the output of the SPSG is only calculated to within an 

(unknown) overall constant. 

Simply placing the spectometer's fiber tip into the SPSG output beam provides 

poor collection efficiency and sampling of the aperture. A better means of coupling 

the beam into the fiber (without adding new elements which themselves must be 

calibrated) is desirable. A convenient method is to defocus the coUimating lens in 

the SPSG to image the tip of the fiber from the source onto the spectrometer's input 

fiber. Although technically /out(A) is then meeisured under different circumstances 

than those in which the SPSG is used, the differences are likely negligible in their 

effects. 

4.3 RCFA spectropolarimeter 

An RCFA spectropolarimeter was assembled, using an achromatic quarter wave plate 

and encoder as for the SPSG. An achromatic doublet is used to focus the beam 

onto the entrance face of a multimode fiber leading to the grating spectrometer. A 

single spectrometer was used for newly all our measiurements. Its fiber was simply 

plugged into the appropriate instrument for each measurement. Although not a 

snapshot instnmient, the RCFA SP enables reference measvurements (of static spectral 

polarization states) for comparison with the channeled SP's results. 
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The measurement p made by a given CCD pixel at a given retarder orientation 

may be described using Mueller calculus much as the channeled SP was described in 

Equation 2.1. In this case we use Mueller matrices only for the analyer and a single 

retarder of retardance 5 and orientation 9, yielding 

/ 1 \ 
cos(2 6)^ + cos 5 sin(2 6)^ 

V — QL where & — ^ 
sin(|)*' sin(40) 

V —sin5 sin(20) / 

(4.10) 

We may assemble the measurements made at each retarder orientation into a column 

vector p, and the corresponding o' as rows of a matrix W. Then the entire set of 

measurements by a given CCD pixel are described by 

P = W1) (4-11) 

and an estimate of the Stokes vector at the wavelengths to which the spectrometer 

pixel is sensitive is obtained with a pseudoinverse as 

s = W+p. (4.12) 

This computation is ceirried out wavelength-by-wavelength for every spectrometer 

pixel in the wavelength range of interest. A transmittance factor is included in prac

t i ce ,  and  the  recons t ruc t ion  t akes  in to  accoun t  the  wave leng th  dependence  o f  6  and  6 .  

Considerable space can be devoted to the topic of what retarder orientations to use 

for the measurement.^^'The problem is analogous to the choice of orientations 

in the SPSG (see Sections 4.2.1 and 5.2). 

Our data processing for the reference RCFA SP also includes em uncertainty anal

ysis. Uncertainties (corresponding to a single standard deviation) are estimated for 

reconstruction parameters, including the spectrometer data, orientation £ind retar

dance data for the retarder, and the measixred transmittance. These are propagated 

through the reconstruction (Equation 4.12) following standard practice.^ Specifi

cally, for each spectral band and each Stokes component Sy, numerical derivatives are 
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computed with respect to every reconstruction parameter Xk- The imcertainty asj in 

the Stokes component is then computed by summing in quadrature as 

4.4 Channeled spectropolarimeter 

4.4.1 Characterizing the thick retarders 

Our first step in constructing the single-beam channeled spectropolarimeter was to 

characterize the quartz thick retarders. The retarders were ordered with respective 

thicknesses of 3.69 mm and 1.84 mm. (Except for the use of a legacy 3:1 thickness 

ratio rather than 1:2, the retarders were specified in accordance with the discussion 

in Section 2.4.) They were supplied with broadband anti-reflection coatings on both 

faces of both elements. 

Limitation of the •previous approach 

Our goal in characterizing the thick retarders was simply to measure the retardance 

or local modulation firequency as a function of wavelength. Our initial approach 

was to use the technique of rotating the retarder between polarizers, as described in 

Section 4.2.3. As mentioned there, this technique essentially determines cosd and 

inverts the cosine to get 5(A). Because the retarders are of very high order, <J(A) is 

strongly varying with wavelength, and cosS oscillates rapidly. The high frequency 

oscillations are imperfectly resolved by the spectrometer, and axe registered with 

reduced amplitude. (This cem be viewed as an effect of the roll off of the spectrometer's 

transfer function, as was discussed in Section 3.5.1.) This means that we tend to 

measure the correct value when cos 6 is near zero (or S is near 90° or 270° ) and too 

small a value for cos when it is neeu: ±1 (or S is near 0 or 180°). 

(4.13) 
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Figure 4.7; Flawed results obtained in an attempt to measure the 1.84 mm thick 
retarder's retardance by rotating it between polarizers and fitting transmittance data. 
The retracted peaks and valleys result from insufficient spectral resolution. 

Figure 4.7 shows a characteristic result. The plot shows values calculated as 

arccos(cos S), where an estimate of cos S is obtained by least-squares fitting. The curve 

would ideally appear as a triangle wave oscillating between 0 and 180°. The limited 

resolution of the spectrometer causes the peaks and valleys to retract toward the mid-

range VEilue of 90°. The magnitude of the effect increases toward shorter wavelengths, 

as the oscillation frequency increases and finds lower values of the spectrometer's 

transfer function. 

One possible remedy for the resolution problem is to characterize the spectrom

eter's resolution and apply a sharpening operation to the spectral data. However 

sharpening does not address this technique's uncertainty among branches of the arc 

cosine. This uncertainty was not problematic in the characterization of the achromatic 

retaxders (see Section 4.2.3), since their retardances remained within a single, known 

branch. In the case of the thick retarders, the retardance varies through many waves 

across the spectrum. An unwrapping procedure would be required to account for 

branch crossings (and correct the erroneous regions of decreasing retardance evident 

in Figure 4.7). 
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It is possible to extract some reliable information about retardance from data ac

quired by this technique without going to the lengths of sharpening and unwrapping. 

Each point where the curve in Figiure 4.7 crosses 90° indicates that the retardance 

(modulo 2t) is either 90° or 270°. Since the retarder is thick, we can be confident that 

the retardance (even with dispersion) is a strictly increasing function. Then its value 

increases by 180° between each crossing, and a sampled version of the retardance 

curve can be constructed except for an offset which is unknown (but must be an inte

ger multiple of TT). The samples £ire located at the wavelengths of the crossing points, 

and so the sampling is not under the user's control. This method may work very well 

for thick retarders, where the sampling interval is small. Nonetheless, we opted for a 

different approach which did not require rotating the retarder. It is similar, however, 

in that the data reduction involves studying the frequency of oscillations in the data 

due to the dependence of retardance on wavelength. Two different methods of data 

analysis were employed, which gave consistent results. 

Windowed Fourier transform 

In our revised approach to characterization of the thick reteirders, data was acquired 

with the retarder oriented to maximize the oscillations observed in the transmitted 

spectrum. This amounts to aligning the fast axis of the retarder at ±45° to the 

transmissive axis of the polarizers. A typical uncaUbrated spectrum recorded by the 

spectrometer is shown in Figure 4.8. The ampUtude profile of the data is determined 

by such factors as the spectrum of the source, the spectral response of the detector, the 

diffiraction efficiency of the spectrometer's grating, emd the spectrometer's resolution. 

As long as these factors vary slowly compared to the oscillations, the local carrier 

frequency can be extracted. (Even if the amplitude envelope varies quickly, its effect 

could be eliminated by dividing out a reference spectrum acquired separately.) 

The local carrier frequency was extracted from the data with a windowed Fourier 

transform. This means that the Fourier transform of the product of the data £uid 
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Figure 4.8: Spectrometer data from a measurement of light transmitted through the 
thick retarder calibration system. 

a window function was computed as a function of the window's position as it was 

scanned across the spectrum. In order to compute the Fourier transform using an 

FFT, the data was resampled at uniform intervals in wavenumber. Each Fourier 

transform exhibits a spike centered at the what may be teiken as the local modulation 

frequency in the region of the spectrum defined by the window. We used a Gaussian 

as the window, and fit another Gaussian to the Fourier transform to obtain a value 

for center frequency of each spike. 

This is a direct approach to measuring carrier frequency. Its spectral resolution is 

fairly low, however, since the method is subject to an uncertainty principle between 

wavenumber and the local carrier frequency. This occurs since the narrower the 

Gaussian window is made to isolate a particxilar wavenumber, the fewer cycles of 

the carrier wave are contained under the window and the greater the uncertainty in 

carrier frequency. The results are shown in Figure 4.9, together with the results of 

another analysis which is described next. 

Fringe analysis 

The oscillations in the recorded spectrum (as shown in Figure 4.8) can be interpreted 

as interference fringes. The two interfering beams are the crystal's ordinary and 
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Figure 4.9: Measured local carrier frequencies for the 3.69 mm thick retarder. The 
fits are based on published Sellmeier formulae. 

fits, however, is not particularly good. This may be because of differences between 

the material properties of the quartz samples on which the published Sellmeier for

mulae were based and those of the material from which our retarders were fabricated. 

Since the published Sellmeier formulae apparently do not describe the quartz in our 

retarders with sufficient accuracy, we will rely on our own calibration of the system 

in conducting reconstructions. 

4.4.2 Assembly and alignment 

The single-beam channeled spectropolarimeter was assembled using modular proto

typing mounts. An achromatic doublet is used to focus the beam leaving the analyzer 

onto a fiber which leads to the spectrometer. Calibrations of the spectropolarimeter 

are carried out with a collimated input from the SPSG. In use, a second (uncali-

brated) doublet may be attached to the front of the system to collimate light from a 

sample. Figure 4.10 shows the assembled system. 

The analyzer and each of the thick retarders were mounted in separate rotatable 

cells. They were aligned nominally with the fast axis of the first retarder horizontal 

or vertical, the transmissive axis of the polarizer horizontal, and the fast axis of the 
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Figure 4.10: The single-beam channeled spectropolarimeter, mounted so as to receive 
the beam output by the SPSG. 

second retarder at ±45°. It is not necessary to align the polarization optics exactly 

to the angles specified in our mathematical treatment of the system, since the system 

is to be calibrated without any assumption about their orientation. The alignment 

only needs to ensure that the conditioning of the system's operator H, does not suffer 

significantly. 

The mounts for the polarization elements thread together, making it difficult to 

maintain the orientation of the elements while assembling the system. Therefore we 

followed an alignment procedure which enabled us to assemble the polarization optics, 

and then align them with all three elements in place. The assembly (consisting of the 

two thick retarders and analyzer) was placed between two horizontal linear polarizers, 

and a beam of white, nominally collimated Ught was passed through the system. The 

exiting beam was fed into the spectrometer, and the envelope, contrast, and frequency 

of the sinusoidal modulations in the spectrvun were monitored as adjustments were 

made. 

The spectropolarimeter's thick retarders and analyzer were rotated independently 

until a configuration was foimd which resvilted in a spectriun with no modulations 
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and which remained free of modulations as the spectropolarimeter's analyzer was 

rotated. The fast axis of each retarder was then known to be either horizontal or 

vertical. It proves to be fairly easy to find this configuration, since an error in the 

thicker retarder's orientation introduces modulations of a different frequency than an 

error in the thinner retarder's orientation. The analyzer is horizontal when oriented 

to maximize the spectrum's envelope. 

Once this configuration was located, the first retarder was locked in its orienta

tion and the second retarder was rotated by approximately 45° (or to maximize the 

contrast of the modulations the rotation introduces). There is a risk of inadvertently 

rotating the analyzer while adjusting the second retarder. Its proper orientation can 

be located (leaving the retarders in position) by removing the first polarizer in the 

system to obtain a randomly polarized input, and adjusting the aneilyzer to maximize 

throughput. 

An achromatic doublet was then attached behind the polarization optics to focus 

the beam onto the spectrometer fiber face, which was mounted at the end of a fo

cussing barrel. Focus was conveniently adjusted by reversing the direction of light 

propagation (that is, inserting a source in place of the spectrometer) and adjusting 

the barrel for collimation. 

4.4.3 Visual demonstration of the spectropolarimeter 

A striking demonstration of channeled spectropolarimetry is possible if a visu£il in

strument is used as the system's spectrometer. Figure 4.11 shows an experimental 

system for such a demonstration. The collimated beam leaving the polsurization el

ements is dispersed by a prism and imaged onto the viewing screen of a single lens 

reflex (SLR) camera. An observer looking into the camera's view finder can then see 

the charmels and the full color of the spectrum with his or her own eyes. 
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Figure 4.11: Experimental set-up for the visual demonstration of the channeled spec-
tropolarimeter. 

The system shown in Figure 4.11 includes an SPSG, allowing various polarization 

states CO be prepared for the spectropolarimeter. A long focal length (about 800 mm) 

collimating lens is used to demagnify the source fiber face sufiSciently to resolve the 

channels. A zoom lens was used on the camera, and adjusted so that the spectra fill 

the field of view. Figiue 4.12 shows spectra recorded with a digital color camera in 

place of the SLR for several different input polarization states. The differences in the 

carrier frequencies assigned to the various Stokes components are clearly visible. 
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Figure 4.12: Images of chamieled spectra for several different input polarization states, 
recorded with a system similar to that shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Chapter 5 

CALIBRATION 

In our theoretical treatment of channeled spectropolarimetry, we have been able to 

set down explicit closed-form expressions to describe the system (as in Equations 2.2, 

3.7, and 3.8). This treatment is fairly general, including real effects from dispersion 

and limited spectral resolution. Although dispersion and spectral resolution were 

modelled in our mathematical analysis, accurate representation of these effects in an 

actual instrument will in practice require their empirical characterization. We have 

seen that the dispersion of our quartz retarders does not match the predictions of 

published Sellmeier formulae. Similarly, effects such as aberrations and stray light 

which affect the spectrometer's resolution would be diflBcult to predict a priori. 

Rather than trying to characterize each effect eind parameter individually and plac

ing the results into a system model, we take a more general approach. This entails 

measiuring individual elements of a matrix representing H or its pseudoinverse It 

is convenient to represent H with sampUng at the same wavelengths as the spectrom

eter. Our spectrometer has on the order of 1000 samples across the visible spectrum. 

A discrete representation 's(A) of a spectral polarization state, obtained by flattening 

spectra for each of the four Stokes components into a single column vector, has four 

times this number of samples. then has on the order of 4 x 10® elements to be 

determined. Matrices of this size are manageable on current computers. They can be 

easily manipulated and multiplied into vectors, multiplied into comparable matrices 

with a little delay, and pseudoinverted with patience. 
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5.1 Theory 

The mathematical framework we will develop for calibrating the channeled SP applies 

generally to any linear system. A number of spectral polarization states s^(A) are 

input to the system sequentially, and the spectrometer's data set is recorded for 

each. A discrete representation of the relationship between inputs and outputs then 

takes the form 

9, = •HSk. (5.1) 

Taking each column vector to be a column of a matrix Q,  and each data set 

to be the corresponding column of a matrix Equation 5.1 becomes 

g = ni.Q (5.2) 

and H may be estimated as 

= £Q+. (5.3) 

This estimate is defined regardless of how meiny calibration states ^xe used and 

what their characteristics are. However, if too few states or states which span too few 

dimensions of object space are used, the problem will be underdetermined. In this 

case the pseudoinverse interpolates the missing information in a manner which is not 

under the user's control and may introduce artifacts. 

We may interpret Equation 5.3 as follows. The result of Ti. acting on an input s(A) 

is computed in two steps. The first step is to represent the input as a superposition 

of the object space calibration states by means of a least-squaxes, minimum-norm fit. 

(5.4) 
k 

The input is then mapped through the system by replacing each input calibration 

state by its measured output. 

Ks (A)  «  (5 .5 )  
k 
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In order to achieve an accurate calibration, the set of calibration input states a;k(A) 

must be extensive enough to accurately represent any input s(A) which we desire to 

measure. 

5.2 Practical matters 

In the calibration used with the data presented in this document, calibration states 

were generated using a stabilized tungsten halogen bulb and monochromator with the 

SPSG. This provides independent control of wavelength and polarization state. Cal

ibration states were generated with Ught in each of 179 narrow wavelength bands for 

each of six orientations of the retaxder in the SPSG. A minimum of four orientations 

are required to span the four dimensions of the Stokes vector. Two extra were em

ployed to reduce sensitivity to noise and positioning errors. The selected orientation 

angles were —45, ±15.1, 0, 30 and 60° between the nominal fast axis and horizontal. 

(The term nominal is applied here, since the fast axis orientation varies slightly with 

wavelength. In the calibration, we use a set of fixed angles for the stage in which the 

retarder is mounted and account for the actual angles of the fast axis in processing.) 

Four of the angles were chosen from Ref. 36 following the comments of Section 4.2.1. 

The other two were selected simply to fill out the calibration states' coverage of the 

Poincaxe sphere, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

The issue of how many wavelengths to use in the caUbration warrants attention. 

The basic requirement that the calibration states be suitable for representing any 

allowed input suggests that the number of required wavelengths need only be on the 

order of the AaAs product for each channel of the system, which in our case is about 

20. In general it will be necessary to use a somewhat larger number of wavelengths, 

because the monochromator does not generate smooth spectral profiles. As a result 

the SPSG's outputs will not belong to the assimied object space, complicating the 

representation task. In our calibration the monochromator's entrance and exit slits 
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Figure 5.1: Nominal locations on the Poincare sphere of caUbrations states generated 
by the SPSG for the selected retarder orientations of —45, ±15.1, 0, 30 and 60°. 

had the same width, resulting in a triangular spectral profile in each state. Antic

ipating difficulty in representing smooth (s bandlimited) spectra with such a sharp 

profile, we considerably exceeded the AaAs guideline. It may be advantageous in 

the future to use different widths for the entrance and exit slits, in order to generate 

a trapezoidal spectral profile. In any case, there should presumably be overlap be

tween the output spectra of neighboring states. Otherwise representations of inputs 

in terms of the calibration states may have holes in their spectra. 

In general using extra calibration states, whether by exceeding the AaAs guide

line, using additional retarder orientations, or using an input generated by a different 

system altogether, will improve the quality of the calibration. The improvement 

comes at the costs of the time necessary for the data acquisition and the difficulty of 

handling and processing the data. (The pseudoinversion of the data matrix Q is a 

peuticular concern.) 

The collimated output of the SPSG was fed directly into the channeled spec-

tropolarimeter (as illustrated in Figure 4.10). As a result, the spectropolarimeter is 

calibrated for a collimated input. If it is to be used with a nearby target, em objective 

lens may be placed in front of the system to collimate hght from the target. However 

any polarization effects in the objective lens wiU not have been calibrated. They 
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must either be neglected or accounted for separately. It would be possible to apply 

the calibration technique we describe with the objective lens included in the system if 

a polarization state generator which formed a point (rather than a collimated beam) 

of known polarization state was available. We leave such improvements as a matter 

for future work. 

The calibration proceeds by capturing spectra for each input calibration state 

with the grating spectrometer attached via multimode optical fiber to the channeled 

spectropolarimeter. A number (in the range of 20-50) of spectra are captured and 

averaged for each state. Dark spectra acquired with the same integration time are 

subtracted, and the result is normalized by integration time to return a measure 

of spectraJ irradiance at the fiber's input face. The resulting data comprises the 

measured calibration data g^. The dark spectra are acquired with the end of the 

fiber feeding the SPSG blocked or removed from its source. Subtraction of dark 

measurements is a basic technique and is implicit in all measurements described in 

this document. It is of critical importance to the operation of our instruments, since 

without it the assumption of linearity in the relationship between the input spectral 

polarization state and measured data may be invalid. 

The input calibration states are determined from the known parameters 

of the SPSG following Equation 4.7, taking into account the variation of retardance 

and fast axis orientation with wavelength. The output spectrum is measured for each 

monochromator setting by imaging the exit face of the source fiber through the SPSG 

onto the entrance face of the grating spectrometer's fiber (which is removed from 

the channeled spectropolarimeter). The SPSG retarder is oriented with its fast axis 

horizontal for this measurement. We neglect possible effects on this measurement 

from the facts that the beeun is converging through the retarder and the fast axis 

orientation varies with wavelength. Figure 5.2 shows the configuration. Because 

the magnification between source and spectrometer fiber faces is different in this 

configuration than during determination of the there is £Ui overall factor which is 
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Figure 5.2; Configiuration for measurement of the SPSG output spectrum. 

not determined by the calibration. A similar statement applies to the RCFA reference 

spectropolarimeter. Since we are not attempting an absolute calibration, we will 

usually normalize the spectral polarization states we report. Normalization amounts 

to multiplying the state by a single overall factor, chosen to make the integral under 

the So curve of the result equal to unity. 

The grating spectrometer is used for calibration in two roles: as a reference spec

trometer for measuring the spectral profile of states generated by the SPSG, and as 

the detector in the channeled SP. We have noted that the spectral resolution of the 

spectrometer (in its role in the channeled SP) is an important factor which must 

be accounted for via the calibration and reconstruction. However we now appear to 

be in the questionable position of using the spectrometer as a reference to charac

terize its own resolution. This calibration procedure does not allow us to genuinely 

correct for the spectrometer's imperfect resolution, and the estimate of the system 

operator we obtain will likely be flawed, perhaps aliasing resolution effects as polar

ization sensitivity. However, we have already noted that our procedure for estimating 

H is underdetermined. Our concern is that the object space calibration states be 

adequate for representing object states. Since object space will presumably be con

strained to slowly varying spectra that are adequately resolved by the spectrometer, 

the procedure is viable. 
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5.3 Generation of H 

Generation of a discrete estimate li, of the operator H, follows Equation 5.3. With 

object space calibration states prepared using a monochromator, the vectors "ijkCA) 

and should have non-zero values over only a limited portion of the spectrum (de

termined by the center wavelength and bandwidth of the monochromator's output). 

Advantage may be taken of this knowledge to partially eliminate noise from the mea

surements by zeroing data outside the region of support for each state. Our processing 

technique continues with conversion of both object and image space states to a com

putational coordinate system, although the choice of coordinate system is not of high 

importance until an attempt is made to pseudoinvert H, (as will be described in Sec

tion 6.1). The coordinate system is equivalent to that described in Section 3.5.2 except 

that states are expressed as a distribution over wavelength rather than wavenumber. 

Pseudoinversion of the input data matrix Q is carried out with a canned routine. 

Since the matrix contains experimental (noisy) data, the threshold on the singular 

values must be meaningfully set. It is advisable to compute the SVD and inspect 

both the singular value spectrum and singular vectors in determining the threshold. 

There is generally a fairly wide range in which the threshold can be chosen with 

acceptable results. However if the choice is completely neglected, the pseudoinverse 

routine may default to a very small value based on machine precision. In this case 

noisy singular vectors are built into the pseudoinverse. The pseudoinverse may then fit 

components of a spectral polarization state to noise in the calibration states, leading 

to poor results. There is often a fairly well-defined knee in a log plot of the singula 

value spectrum which indicates a good choice of threshold, with singular vectors 

significantly above the knee appearing well-behaved (that is, being fairly smooth) 

and those well below it dominated by noise. Figure 5.3 shows a typical singular value 

spectriun (peut a), together w^ith singular vectors retained (b) and eliminated (c) by 

the threshold. 
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Figure 5.3: The singular value spectrum (a) for the input data matrix Q. Object 
space singular vectors in the data coordinate system retained (b) and eliminated (c) 
by the singular value threshold are also shown. 
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Figure 5.4: The representation in the data coordinate system of a simulated spectral 
polarization state using calibration data (a). The difference between the representa
tion and original are also shown (b). 

The pseudoinverse can then be generated from the results of the SVD, employing 

the chosen threshold. At this stage it is a good idea to check the quality of repre

sentations provided by the calibration states. The representation of a vector s(A) 

may be computed as QQ"*" 'i.(A). It may be useful to display the matrix QQ^ as an 

image. It would ideally be an identity matrix, and should exhibit a strong diagonal 

form. Figure 5.4 shows the representation of a spectral polarization state used in our 

simulations, together with the difference between the representation and the original. 

The agreement between the original and its representation is very good. 

The system matrix estimate is next computed as Checks of this ma

trix ought also to be made. The calibration states may be run through the system 

^ aiid checked for agreement with the Synthetic spectral polarization 

states may similarly be run through the system, and the results inspected to be sure 

of agreement with expectations. Entirely new measurements may be made on spectral 

polarization states which are known (by means of the SPSG or reference RCFA spec-

tropolarimeter) and compared with predictions generated by multiplication with H. 

Figure 5.5 shows the result of one such test. Data for a synthetic randomly polar

ized state with a flat spectral profile was predicted and compared to an experimental 

measurement of the system's transmittance for rgmdomly polarized light. Since an 
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Figure 5.5: Estimates of the chaimeled spectropolarimeter's transmittance obtained 
from the calibration and by direct measurement. 

unknown overall constant applies to the measurements, one was normalized to a maxi

mum of unity and the other fit to it. The agreement is good except for an unexplained 

excursion at short wavelengths. 
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Chapter 6 

RECONSTRUCTION 

Our calibration of the system (described in Chapter 5) results in an estimate of the 

system operator H. This provides a detailed description of the forward problem. It 

is also of course critical to an attempt at the inverse problem, to which we direct 

our attention next. We begin with a description of the use of the pseudoinverse (a 

linear method) and the non-linear method of projection onto convex sets (POCS) in 

reconstructions. We will then present experimental data and consider the performance 

of these methods. 

6.1 Pseudoinversion of H 

Our basic approach to the inverse problem is to pseudoinvert our calibration matrix H 

with a band Umit constraint imposed on object space. The method is as described 

in our discussion of our numerical simulations (see Section 3.5.2), with the additional 

step of converting from distributions over wavelength to distributions over wavenum-

ber in the transformation to the computational coordinate system. In carrying out 

the SVD, we find that all the singular values are signific£int, and no singular vectors 

are eliminated by thresholding. That is, when considered to map between and R^, 
r>v 

the operator Ti has no null space. This is a gratifying result, since our understanding 

of the system from the standpoint of amplitude modulation indicates that any vector 

in ought to be measurable. 

Once the pseudoinverse of the calibration matrix has been computed, linear 

reconstructions are as simple as a matrix multiplication. 

•^(A) (6.1) 
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6.2 Projection onto convex sets 

The pseudoinverse has a number of featm-es which make it desirable for reconstruc

tions. These include linearity, relative ease of carrying out a reconstruction, the 

minimum-norm least-squares property, and its close relation to the SVD. By means 

of the bandwidth constraint, we have even been able to assert prior knowledge in the 

reconstruction. Nevertheless, there may be cases in which our prior knowledge does 

not fit into the linear reconstruction framework. In particular, the constraint 

(3.33) 
0 < v/sf si+4 < So 2) 

on the Stokes vector restricts the system's possible inputs s(A) to a set of vectors 

which is not a vector space. POCS^® provides a convenient means to incorporate 

such constraints into reconstructions. 

The idea behind POCS is quite simple. Each constraint on the reconstruction is 

represented by a subset of vectors in the input space, namely the set of vectors which 

satisfy the constraint. If at some stage in the reconstruction we obtjiin an estimate 

which lies outside one or more of these constraint sets, it would be reasonable to refine 

the estimate by choosing the closest vector which satisfies all the constraints. That 

is, we would like to replace our estimate with the closest vector in the intersection of 

all the constraint sets. Distance is judged using the vector norm based on the scalar 

product(as in Equation 3.4). This operation of replacing an estimate by the nearest 

member of a specified set is called projecting onto the set. 

Projecting onto the intersection of the constraint sets may be difllcult in practice, 

since its boundaries eue Uable to be a complicated combination of the boimdaries of the 

individual constraint sets. It may be easier, however, to project onto the constraint 

sets one at a time. An estimate which satisfies all the constraints may be sought by 

projecting onto each constraint set in tium, continuing the cycle until convergence is 

obtained or a stopping criterion is satisfied (Figmre 6.1). If the constraint sets are 
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Figure 6.1: POCS refines an initial reconstruction to one which satisfies all imposed 
constraints. Starting from an initial estimate, projections are made onto each con
straint set in turn in a cycle which continues until convergence is obtained or a 
stopping criterion is satisfied. 

convex, this procedure converges to the point in their intersection which is nearest to 

the initial estimate. A convex set is one for which the vector QSi + (1 — 01)82 belongs 

to the set when S; and Sq belong to it and 0 < a < 1. This may be interpreted 

as saying that if a line segment is drawn with both endpoints in the set, the entire 

segment lies in the set. 

6.2.1 The Stokes cone 

The Stokes vector (at a given wavelength) has four dimensions. The subset of vec

tors in R'' which satisfy the Stokes vector constraint (Equation 6.2) is termed the 

Stokes cone. The reason for this terminology is made clear by considering the three-

dimensional analog obtained by eUminating the S3 component. For eax:h positive value 

of So in this case, the allowed values of si eind S2 form a circular disk of radius sq. 

In three dimensions these disks stack to form a right circular cone with its tip at the 

origin and a 90° full apex angle. Note that the cone is of infinite extent. This cone 

is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The four-dimensional cone is analogous, except that for 

each positive so there is a sphere of allowed polarization states. This sphere may be 

identified as the Potncare sphere. 
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the Stokes cone in three dimensions. 

The Stokes cone is convex, and we employ it as a constraint set in our exploration 

of the use of POCS with our spectropolarimetry data. Our projection algorithm is 

based on the analogy with the three-dimensional cone. If the point to be projected 

satisfies the Stokes vector constraint, it is left unchanged. Projection to a point on 

the side of the cone follows the surface normal in the plane defined by the so axis and 

the original point. If such a projection isn't possible, evidently the projection must 

be to the tip of the cone. In applying the constraint to a spectral polarization state, 

this algorithm is employed at each wavelength. 

6.2.2 Consistency with the data 

The other constraint used in our POCS reconstruction enforces agreement (in a least-

squares sense) between the reconstructed state and the meeisured data. Recall that 

the pseudoinverse produces a least-squares, minimum-norm estimate (see Section 3.4). 

The minimum-norm property means that the estimate contains no component in the 

null space of H.. Only a vector firom the null space may be added to the pseudoinverse 
•N. 

reconstruction without altering the predicted data '^'s(A), and therefore without 

altering the least-squares agreement. We may then identify the constraint by the set 

of vectors which take the form 

4(A)='7<+9 + S,„„(A) (6.3) 

where Snuii(A) belongs to the null space of "Ti. 
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Our procedure is then to project the difference between a given vector and the 

pseudoinverse estimate onto the null space of Letting s(A) be the given vector 

and Sprj,j(A) the projected vector, we have 

= •«+ 9 + ̂ „„u (S(A) -•H*g) (6.4) 

The operator 'Pnuii is the orthogonal projector onto the null space of 'H in Lj. By 

using the null space in L2 rather than in (in which we found in fact that there was 

no null space) we deliberately relax our constraint on object space. This is done in 

the hopes that prior knowledge embodied in the other POCS constraints will allow 

information which is otherwise lost to the system to be regenerated. Note however 

that the pseudoinverse does embody the object space constraint. 

6.3 Experimental results 

6.3.1 Linear reconstructions 

Successful reconstructions have been demonstrated on experimental data obtained 

with our channeled spectropolarimeter. The first experimental reconstructions we 

present are measurements of spectral polarization states generated with the SPSG 

and measured with both the channeled spectropolarimeter and RCFA reference spec

tropolarimeter. This gives two reference measurements (the calculated output of 

the SPSG and the data from the RCFA spectropolarimeter) for comparison with the 

channeled spectropolarimeter reconstructions. These results feature only Unear recon

structions, carried out using a Fourier basis and constraining to a full s bandwidth of 

approximately 18 ̂ m. The performance of POCS will be discussed in Section 6.3.2. 

Figure 6.3 shows a channeled SP data set for a spectral polarization state gen

erated with light from a yellow LED and the SPSG reteirder oriented to 75® (so as 

to generate elliptical polarization). Part (a) shows the wavelength spectnun, and 
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Figure 6.3: Wavelength spectrum recorded at the channeled SP output (a) and ab
solute value of the Fourier transform of the corresponding wavenumber spectrum (b) 
for Ught from a yellow LED in the SPSG. 

part (b) shows the absolute value of the Fourier transform of the wavenumber spec

trum (that is, the s domain data). Two vacant channels in the s domain data result 

from the 3 : 1 OPD ratio of the retarders used in the system. The spectral polariza

tion state estimate reconstructed from this data is shown in Figure 6.4. Each Stokes 

component spectrum is plotted on separate axes. The channeled spectropolarimeter 

reconstruction is overlayed with the predicted SPSG output and RCFA spectropo

larimeter measvurement. The RCFA spectropolarimeter results axe plotted on a gray 

strip whose width represents the estimated (plus or minus one standard deviation) 

uncertainty in the measurement. Agreement among the measurements is very good. 

The data shown in Figure 6.5 comes from a similar measurement, except that 

white light is used in the SPSG. The source is a tungsten-halogen lamp with a blue 

filter (to suppress red light and flatten its spectrum). The SPSG retarder is oriented 

with its fast axis at 45° to horizontal to produce nominally right circulsirly polarized 

light. 

Agreement eimong the measurements is not as good in this case, and warrants 

some discussion. There is a small offset visible between the SPSG prediction and 

the RCFA spectropolarimeter measurement. This is not a particularly great concern, 
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Figure 6.4: Measurements of a spectral polarization state generated with light from 
a yellow LED in the SPSG. The overall normalization is determined so that the So 
curve has unit area. 
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Figure 6.5: Measurements of a spectral polarization state generated with the SPSG 
using light from a tungsten-halogen lamp. The overall normalization is determined 
so that the SQ curve has unit area. Note that each vertical axis heis a different scale. 
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because its magnitude is only a few times the uncertainty in the RCFA measurements. 

Of more concern is the ringing in the channeled spectropolarimeter reconstruction, 

which increases in severity towEu-d the edges of the spectral range. Such ringing 

is anticipated when broad A (or a-) spectra (which do not fall to zero within the 

system's spectral range) are present.''® With a pseudoinverse reconstruction using 

a Fourier basis, the reconstruction entails a truncated Fourier series representation 

of the spectral polarization state. The Fourier series may be evaluated outside the 

spectral range of the instrument, in which case it generates the periodic continuation 

of the measurement results. Since the Stokes component spectra in question do not 

have the same height at the two ends of the range (as inspection of Figure 6.5 reveals) 

there is a discontinuity in the periodic continuation. Upon truncation of the Fourier 

series, ringing results. 

The ringing can be alleviated somewhat with the use of apodization. That is, the 

raw modulated spectrum is multiplied by a smooth function (the apodizing window) 

which falls to zero at the edges of the system's spectral band. The reconstruction is 

carried out, and the apodizing window is divided back out of the Stokes component 

spectra. Apodization is a well-known technique, and there is a wealth of knowledge 

to draw from in pursuing such reconstruction methods.'*^'''^ We confine ourselves at 

present to the use of the Hann window 

Here Ac is the center wavelength of the instnunent's spectral rsinge. The Hann window 

consists of a half period of a cosine function, translated and scaled such that its zeroes 

lie at the edge of the spectral range. 

Figture 6.6 shows the results of reconstructing the foregoing data with apodiza

tion using the Hajin window. The ringing in the reconstruction of the channeled 

spectropolarimeter data is significantly reduced. The discrepancies at the edge of the 

(6.5) 
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Figure 6.6: The result of using apodization in the reconstruction of the same channeled 
spectropolarimeter data as in Figure 6.5. The overall normalization is determined so 
that the SQ curve has unit area. Note that each vertical axis has a different sceile. 

instrimient's spectral range have been exaggerated, presumably as a result of (nearly) 

dividing by zero when the apodizing window is divided out. 

Our explanation of the ringing phenomenon in terms of a truncated Fourier series 

was based in the s domain. It is also instructive to consider the problem in the A 

domain. Figure 6.7 shows two columns of the pseudoinverse 'H'*' used in the recon

struction. Each column may be interpreted as the contribution to the reconstructed 

spectral polarization state from a single pixel in the spectrometer. It may then be 

identified by the nominal wavelength registered by that pixel. For a pixel in the center 

of the detector receiving light with a wavelength of 0.55 /im, the Stokes component 

spectra of the matrix coliunn are sinc-like. Their substantial width may be a lit

tle surprising, since one might intuitively expect that the range of crosstalk between 
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Figure 6.7: Plots indicating the contents of two different columns of the reconstruc
tion matrix. These columns correspond to detector pixels in the spectrometer which 
register wavelengths of 0.55 (a) and 0.7 ̂ m (b). 

wavelengths ought to be limited by the spectrometer's resolution (which is ~ 1.2 nm). 

This is of course true of the forward problem. In the inverse problem, the s bandwidth 

constraint also applies and results in considerably broader responses. Such behavior 

is appropriate, and reflects the fact that neighboring samples of a smooth function 

axe related. 

Note however that the spectra in the reconstruction matrix column for a spec

trometer pixel near the edge of the system's A band wrap around to the other edge. 

This behavior is inappropriate, since samples of the spectra at opposite edges (which 

are sepeirated by more than the characteristic width of the sine) should be indepen

dent. The abiUty of data at one end of the spectrum to influence the reconstruction 

at the other presumably originates in the fact that the two locations are immediately 

adjacent (between orders) in the periodic continuation of the spectrum provided by 

the Fourier basis. Since wrap-around and the divide-by-zero effect of apodization 

predominantly affect the edges of the spectrum, it may be advisable to design and 

calibrate the system over a wider spectral range than necessary for the final applica

tion and simply truncate the outer reaches of the reconstructed spectral polarization 

states. 

The measurements presented so far have all been of states in which changes with 

wavelength were due primarily to the spectral profile of the light. In these cases the 

spectrEil polarization state may be at least approximated by the product /(A) s of a 
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constant Stokes vector and a scalar spectral profile. If we were to normalize by SQ at 

each wavelength, we would find the result to be nearly constant across the spectrimi. 

In order to demonstrate the instnunent's ability to measure a truly arbitrary spectral 

polarization state, we sought an effect in which chromatic and polarization behavior 

are intertwined. 

An excellent example of such an effect is stress-induced birefringence, so named 

because stresses in a transparent material cause birefringence. A stressed piece of 

plastic then behaves as a retarder, with retardance which varies with wavelength fol

lowing Equation 2.3. We passed light from a white LED through a linear polarizer 

and a stressed plastic sample to generate a spectral polarization state to analyze. 

Since the birefringence varies across the face of the plastic sample, the beam was 

focussed onto the sample, isolating a small region of interest, and recollimated af

terward. Figure 6.8 shows the results of measurements using both the channeled 

spectropolarimeter and the RCFA reference. Note the independent behavior of the 

si, S2 and S3 curves. 

Of course, using a stressed material weisn't necessary. Similar behavior could 

have been obtained with practically any retarder which isn't achromatic. The stress 

birefringence demonstration has other interesting features, however. In particular, 

the retardance and therefore the generated spectral polarization state can be varied 

by varying the stress {e.g. by flexing the plastic sample). This provides the ability to 

generate time-varying spectral polarization states. The channeled spectropolarimeter 

was used to acquire data on such states at a measurement rate of about 3 Hz. Its 

measiu-ement rate was limited by the integration time in the spectrometer; a brighter 

source would allow faster measurements. Even so, this is considerably faster than 

the performance of which the RCFA reference spectropolarimeter is capable. (It's 

acquisition rate is Umited by the time required to position the stage for the retarder.) 

Thus we have demonstrated time-resolved snapshot spectropolarimetry. 
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Figure 6.8: Measurements of a spectral polarization state generated by linearly po
larizing light from a white LED and passing it through plastic with stress-induced 
birefringence. The overall normalization is determined so that the so curve has unit 
area. Note that each vertical axis has a different scale. 
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Plots of the Stokes spectra (as in Figure 6.8) may not be the most convenient 

format for presentation and interpretation of spectropolarimetry data. The Poincare 

sphere affords an alternative which is particularly interesting for the stress birefrin

gence demonstration. At each wavelength, the measured polarization state (neglecting 

the randomly polarized component and normalizing) is represented by a point on the 

surface of the Poincare sphere. Together these points form a path on the surface 

of the sphere, which is sometimes termed a Stokes snake."*^ The linearly polarized 

input is represented by a Stokes snake which is compressed to a point on the Poincare 

sphere's equator. The effect of a retarder is to rotate an input state on the Poincare 

sphere about an axis in the equator.'''' Since the retardance in this experiment varies 

with wavelength, the Stokes snake is rotated and stretched into a circular arc by the 

stressed plastic. 

Figure 6.9 shows the Stokes snake for channeled SP data obtained in our stress-

induced birefringence experiment. Apodization was used in the reconstruction. The 

plane of a best-fit circular arc is shown as well. The plane's intersection with the 

Poinc£ire sphere's equator indicates the orientation of the incident linear polarization, 

at least to within two choices. The normal to the plane which passes through the 

center of the Poincare sphere corresponds to the rotation axis. It's orientation is an 

indication of the orientation of the reteirder's fast axis, which is in turn related to 

the orientation of the stress in the plastic. The retardance {modulo 27r) at a given 

wavelength is indicated by the angle between rays from the center of the arc to the 

corresponding point on the Stokes snake and to the initial polarization state. Thus 

this construction also allows extraction of the retardance as a function of wavelength. 

If the retarder happens to be oriented such that the incident polarization state is 

aligned with its fast or slow axis, the incident Stokes snake lies on the rotation axis 

and is unaffected by the retarder. In this case the measurement fails to yield any useful 

data about the reteirder or stress. Such circiunstances can be avoided by illuminating 

with circular polarization, ensviring that the exiting Stokes snake always lies on a 
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Figure 6.9: The Stokes snake for the channeled SP data from the stress-induced bire
fringence experiment corresponds to a circular arc on the Poincare sphere. 

great circle of the Poincare sphere (meaning that the plane of the axe contains the 

sphere's center). 

6.3.2 POCS reconstructions 

The foregoing results were all obtained with linear reconstruction techniques. We 

now consider if any improvement to the reconstructions can be obtained using POCS, 

which begins with an initial estimate provided by a linear reconstruction. Recedl that 

we have two constraint sets (any fewer and POCS execution would be very brief). 

One constraint forces states into the Stokes cone, and another enforces least-squares 

agreement with the data. As a practical matter we should consider the possibility 

that these sets do not intersect. This is not a great concern, since in this case POCS 

should still move the estimate into the vicinity of the closest approach between the 

sets, which we may take to be an improvement in the estimate. In order to keep 

the algorithm from oscillating between the two non-intersecting sets indefinitely, a 

stopping criterion (such as a limit on number of iterations) which accounts for this 

circumstance is recommended. 
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Figure 6.10: The result of applying the POCS algorithm to the data of Figure 6.8. 

Figure 6.10 shows the result of applying POCS to the data of the stress-induced 

birefringence demonstration, and Figure 6.11 shows the difference between the pseu-

doinverse and POCS reconstructions. The reconstruction is not much altered by 

POCS. Although it may be disappointing that POCS has so little effect, it is a favor

able indication of the quality of the calibration and linear reconstruction that very 

little correction is needed. POCS may still prove to be a useful method of introducing 

additional constraints, particularly ones whose constraint sets are not vector spaces. 

For immediate purposes however, it does not appear useful beyond a single projection 

to enforce strict agreement with the Stokes cone constraint. 
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Figvire 6.11: The difference between the POCS reconstruction and the initial linear 
reconstruction for the data of Figure 6.8. 
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Chapter 7 

CLOSING REMARKS 

7.1 Summary 

In the preceding chapters, channeled spectropolarimetry has been treated with a great 

deal of detail. It is easy for the basic ideas, the important results, and the simple 

elegance of the system to get lost in the notation and techniceil discussions. Therefore 

we will briefly revisit the topics of this dissertation, summarizing the key points. We 

will then conclude with a description of ongoing work to add imaging capability to 

the system. 

Channeled spectropolarimetry is a clever way of measuring the polarization state 

of light as a function of wavelength. It requires no moving parts and is able to acquire 

its data as fast as the system's spectrometer allows. This capability comes from a 

trade-off of spectral resolution, since the system is encoding all four Stokes component 

spectra into a single irradiance spectnun. 

The encoding is accomplished by allotting separate portions of the frequency do

main to each signal, a technique which is ubiquitous in communication systems. Per

haps the best way to address the issue of spectral resolution is in terms of the " space"-

bandwidth product. It provides a way to approach the question of how many spectral 

bands are resolved in a system that doesn't have clearly defined bands. As a rule of 

thumb, with a 2:1 ratio in retarder thickness, the resolution required in the spec

trometer and the resolution in each reconstructed spectrum axe related by a factor of 

seven. 

The channeled spectropolarimeter provides rich material for investigation using 

the theory of Unear operators. Our study of the SVD of the system's operator brought 

to light the importance of explicit identification of the object space from which input 
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vectors are assumed to be drawn. The choice of object space provides an opportunity 

to provide a linear model to which reconstructed objects are constrained. However 

it is not an optional constraint, but is fundamental to the inversion. Neglecting the 

choice results in reconstructions with implausible high frequency artifacts. We found 

in this case that the SVD of the system's operator could be obtained analytically. 

Despite the artifacts, there were several interesting insights to be obtained, including 

a link to heterodyning as a method of reconstruction. Computation of the SVD with 

an object space constraint required a numerical approach. 

Our study of the system's operator theory, on both analytic and computational 

grounds, proved to be useful preparation for calibration and reconstruction of ex

perimental data. Calibration eimounted to estimation of the system's operator. It 

was carried out by generating known inputs and measuring the corresponding out

puts. Our basic approach to reconstruction was to compute the pseudoinverse of the 

system operator, constraining the reconstruction to a Fourier basis. Reconstructed 

results were compared to estimates obtained from an RCFA spectropolarimeter and 

the calibration state generator, with generally good results. In some cases ringing £ind 

wrap-around effects were observed were which attributed to the Fourier basis. The 

use of apodization in the reconstruction significantly reduced these effects. Projec

tion onto convex sets was investigated as a means of refining the reconstruction. Its 

use with the Stokes cone projector and a constraint which enforced consistency with 

the data had Uttle impact on the reconstruction. By acquiring data on light whose 

polarization state is modified by time-varying stress-induced birefringence in plastic, 

we have demonstrated time-resolved snapshot spectropolarimetry. 

7.2 Snapshot imaging spectropolarimetry 

In terms of hardware, the channeled spectropolarimetry requires Uttle more than 

the addition of a few passive optical elements to a spectrometer. The instriunent 
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Figure 7.1: The CTIS Layout. The lens depictions are meant only to be representative 
of the role each lens plays in the system. Commercial objectives are usually used in 
the roles of objective, collimator, and re-imaging lens. 

takes on many of the features of the spectrometer. Namely if the spectrometer has 

snapshot capability, we obtain a snapshot spectropolarimeter. If it is an imaging 

spectrometer, we get an imaging spectropolarimeter. Ongoing work is directed to the 

use of a computed tomography imaging spectrometer'*® (CTIS) with the channeled 

spectropolarimetry technique. CTIS is a snapshot imaging spectrometer, so by 

combining the two systems we obtain a snapshot imaging spectropolarimeter. This 

combination allows measurement of the spectral polarization state at each resolution 

element of a two-dimensional field of view, with snapshot capability and with no 

moving parts'. 

CTIS obtains spatial and spectral data simultaneously by imaging through a 

computer-generated holographic disperser and carrying out a reconstruction using 

the mathematics of limited-angle tomography. The basic layout of the CTIS archi

tecture is shown in Figure 7.1. The objective lens forms an image of the scene under 

study in the field stop, which defines the instrument's field of view. The light from 

this image is then coilimated, passed through a computer-generated holographic dis

perser (CGH) and imaged onto a camera's FPA. The image from each wavelength 

present in the scene is dispersed into a grid of diffiraction orders on the FPA, with the 

separation between orders increasing with wavelength. 
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Figure 7.2: The dispersion of the CGH causes the separation of diffraction orders to 
increase with wavelength, resulting in several projections of the object cube onto the 
FPA. 

Imaging spectrometers gather data over a three-dimensional (x, y, and A) volume, 

sometimes referred to as the object cube. The effect of the dispersion of the CGH can 

be viewed as generating projections from various angles through the object cube onto 

the FPA, as illustrated in Figure 7.2. An estimate of the object cube is reconstructed 

from these projections by computed tomography. The reconstruction is quite compu

tationally intensive and is carried out on a high-performance computer workstation. 

The spatial and spectral resolution achieved is constrained in part by the number of 

pixels in the focal plane Euray. As one would expect, increasing the number of pixels 

allows finer sampling of the spatial and spectral content of the image and therefore 

better spatial and spectral resolution. 

The complete CTIS channeled spectropolarimeter is obtained by combining the 

systems, as illustrated in Figure 7.3. The thick retarders and analyzer are placed 

in the conveniently available collimated space with the CGH. Prototyping efforts 

are underway for systems operating in the visible and short-wave infrared spectral 

regions. Figiure 7.4 shows a qualitative demonstration of the technique. It contains 

a raw focal plane image generated with white, linear horizontally polarized light 
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Figure 7.3: Layout of a CTIS-based channeled spectropolarimeter. The lens depic
tions are meant only to be representative of the role each lens plays in the system. 
Commercial objectives are usually used in the roles of objective, collimator, and re-
imaging lens. 

forming a diagonal line in the field stop of a prototype. The modulations induced by 

the polarization are clearly visible. 

Our treatment of channeled spectropolarimetry is an important step in developing 

CTIS-based systems, providing insight into design, calibration and reconstruction. 

Nonetheless the CTIS contributes a considerable amount of additional complexity to 

the inverse problem. This includes the topic of computed tomography reconstructions, 

as well as the fact that the data vectors in the imaging system axe considerably larger 

than those of its non-imaging counterpart, making direct numerical pseudoinversion 

of the system operator impractical. These issues are the subject of ongoing research. 
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Figure 7.4; Reverse contrast raw image obtained at the focal plane of a CTIS chan
neled spectropolarimeter. The object is a diagonal line of white, horizontal linearly 
polarized light. A high diffiraction order is shown enlarged. 
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